AN OVERVIEW OF 1994 ADVENTISM

We used to say the "MOST IMPORTANT PAGE" of all the TESTIMONIES is GC 464. (1884 GC 296.) "A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" Now we wonder if EW 69 is not "MORE IMPORTANT!" or let it be BOTH TOGETHER!

CONCLUSION:

(A) "A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" Which means only ONE THING - what else does it mean-???
(B) THE OLD MOVEMENT IS A "HAS BEEN-!!! FINISHED-!!!" The Lord KNOCKS JUST SO LONG -
(C) ON THE SHUT LAODICEAN DOOR - then He "PASSES BY!" The OLD MOVEMENT is not only "FINISHED!"
(D) Not only CLASSIFIED as a "COUNTERFEIT!" (In the SAME REFERENCE - GC 464. (296.)
(E) But the "THE SONGS OF THE TEMPLE SHALL BE HOWLINGS IN THAT DAY-!!!"
(F) "THERE SHALL BE MANY DEAD BODIES IN EVERY PLACE-!!!" AMOS 8:2,3.
(G) (LEFT OUT OF EW 48:) "SOON THE DEAD AND DYING WILL BE ALL AROUND US!"
(H) "THEIR ILL SAVIOR will come up from the face of the WHOLE EARTH-!!!" PRESENT TRUTH 32.
(I) THE SAME REFERENCE (PT 32) says this is in the "SEAL-ING!" TIME...

FACTS:

(J) PUT THIS ALL TOGETHER and see - clear as a "LIGHT!" this takes us RIGHT UP TO:
(K) THE CLOSE OF PROBATION-!!! It took us 10 YEARS to find "THREE CALLS!"
(M) Even to this day we are finding MORE LIGHT in these "THREE CALLS!"
(N) AT THE SAME TIME - we are finding (DAILY!) WHAT IS THE CONDITION OF THE "COUNTERFEIT-???"
(O) WERE YOU AWARE that the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" pointed out EXACTLY the "COUNTERFEIT-???"
(P) CAN WE POINT IT OUT EXACTLY in "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER-???" SHOULD WE BE ABLE TO-???
(Q) "THE EVENTS connected with the CLOSE OF PROBATION ...are CLEARLY PRESENTED-!!!" GC 594 (412.)
(R) "But MULTITUDES have no more UNDERSTANDING...than if they had NEVER BEEN REVEALED!" 594.
(S) SHOULD WE BEGIN TO REVEAL THEM-??? AND HOW IS "ADVENTISM!" DOING-???

{Continued on page 65}
THOUGHTS FOR 1994

THE GREATEST DISPLAY OF POWER AND MAJESTY -

WAS IN THE GIVING OF THE LAW!

HOW LONG WAS IT TILL THEY BUILT THE "GOLDEN CALF!" And coming closer to home - HOW did they WORSHIP IT - ???

ODOM - in that wonderful $100,000.00

"INDEX!" OF HIS - gave us as LITTLE INFORMATION as POSSIBLE. But it was SEX ORGIES. DRINK AND SEX. "A GOLDEN CALF...it was after enjoying a LUXURIOUS FEAST connected with the WORSHIP OF BAAL-Peor, that many of the HEBREWS FELL THROUGH "LICENTIOUSNESS!" THE ANGER OF GOD WAS AROUSED...23,000 were slain by the PLAGUE in one day." AA 316.

THEY COLLECTED AND BURNED "BUSHEL BASKETS FULL!"

OF THE "SERIES B" IN LOMA LINDA and TWO TRUCKS FULL in that "INCINERATOR!" AT BATTLE CREEK. Because the JANITOR saved and sold - "THOUSANDS OF COPIES!" (SCORCHED AND OTHERWISE.) And BECAUSE "REFORM!" was REPRINTING THEM - to save face they did also - in "SELECTED MESSAGES!" ("SELECTED!" IS RIGHT! THEY CAREFULLY WEDEO OUT WHAT THEY DID NOT LIKE. 1958,1980.) THEY DID NOT WEED OUT THIS:

"MY MESSAGE TO YOU IS: NO LONGER CONSENT TO LISTEN WITHOUT PROTEST TO THE PERVERSION OF TRUTH! UNMASK THE PRETENTIOUS SOPHISTRIES...BRILLIANT, SPARKLING IDEAS OFTEN FLASH FROM A MIND THAT IS INFLUENCED BY THE GREAT DECEIVER...AS EVE WAS CHARMED BY THE SERPENT'S WORDS...NOTHING but a DETERMINED EFFORT will break the SPELL...BE NOT DECEIVED, MANY will depart from the FAITH, giving heed to "SEDUCING SPIRITS!" and "DOCTRINES OF DEVILS!" We have now (1904) the "ALPHA!" of
this DANGER. The "OMEGA!" will be of a most STARTLING NA-
TURE!" (B2:15. B7:56-7.) "Has your OBEDIENCE to MEN be-
come REBELLION against GOD??...the book "LIVING TEM-
PLE!"..."MEET IT!"..."MEET IT FIRMLY, and without DELAY-!!!" SM 1:198,199,200. (RH 4:530,566 says this is not THE ONLY
PRODUCTION OF THIS KIND! that will be foisted on this
people!) "BUT THE LORD WILL RAISE UP MEN OF KEEN PERCEP-
TION, who will give these TRUTHS their PROPER PLACE in the
Plan of God!" SM 1:201. RH 4:547.

NOT QUICK - !!!

"THE TRACK OF TRUTH lies close beside the TRACK OF ER-
ROR, AND BOTH TRACKS may seem to be ONE - to MINDS
that are NOT WORKED by the "HOLY SPIRIT!" and which,
therefore, are not QUICK to DISCERN the DIFFERENCE between
TRUTH and ERROR!" SM 1:202. (See 121,282.) OLD GW
206.

YOU KNOW WHAT WE ARE ZEROING IN ON - ???

NATURALLY - WHAT IS OR WAS THE "ALPHA OF APOSTASY!"
We have already found it is "LIVING TEMPLE!" "PANTHEISM!"
The LORD TOLD THEM TO DESTROY THE PLATES - and because
they WOULD NOT - the LORD BURNED the PLATES and the
BUILDINGS THAT HOUSED THEM-!!! Then to show how DEFIANT
men can be - DANIELS ordered TWICE AS MANY from another
FIRM! As the PHARISEES of Old - to show WHO WAS BOSS-!!!
THE "GOLDEN CALF!" REPEATED-!!!

AND I DO MEAN - REPEATED - !!!

IF YOU HAD YOUR EYES OPEN - you would have seen certain
WORDS ALREADY - to give you AN IDEA of what is COMING!

FROM EVERY CORNER WE ARE BEING BOMBARDED WITH

THE EAGER DESIRE TO GIVE "THE LAST MESSAGE!" which to
them means "THE LOUD CRY!" which to them means "ROMAN-
ISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!" POPE-BASHING has become
so POPULAR A SPORT - that it is just about IMPOSSIBLE to tell
them:

"THE PROTESTANTS OF THE UNITED STATES WILL BE FOREMOST..." GC 588.

NO. NO. NO.
POPE-BASHING is much more FUN. They are so SURE that this is RIGHT - they will raise MILLIONS for that "INDOOR SPORT!" Even though there is NOT-A-BIT-OF-TRUTH-TO-IT-!!

WE HAVE TO RETURN TO BASICS:

"PROTESTANTISM will yet stretch HER hand across the GULF to grasp the HAND of "SPIRITUALISM!" 1884 GC 405. WHAT ARE WE DEALING WITH HERE-??? Just the most IMPORTANT thing in the UNIVERSE! WHO GETS THE POWER-??? WHEN DO THEY GET-??? WHY DO THEY GET IT-???

WE ARE DEALING WITH THE SEALING-!!!

REMEMBER-??? Near the close of time - "THE LORD JESUS" comes - "IN FLAMING FIRE!" 2 THESS. 1:7,8. But that "DAY!" shall not come except there be "A FALLING AWAY FIRST!" and "THE MAN OF SIN BE REVEALED!" - "THE SON OF PERDITION!" - "THE WORKING OF SATAN!" with "ALL POWER!" and "SIGNS!" and "LYING WONDERS!" (Find all this in 2 THESS., Chapter 2.)

THEN LOOK UP THE FRONT OF YOUR INDEX - UNDER 2 THESS. 2:9

WHO GETS THE "POWER OF DEMONS-???

THOSE "SEALLED!" ON THE WRONG SIDE-!!!

WATCH THEM-!! SHUN THEM-!!! BE AFRAID OF THEM-!!! DO NOT GET UNDER THEIR SPELL-!!! AND SO - SHOULD YOU KNOW - WHO THEY ARE - ????

WHO ARE THEY - ???

WE QUOTED IT ABOVE - 1884 GC 405: "THE PROTESTANTS (OF THE UNITED STATES!) "STRETCH HER!" HAND ACROSS THE GULF to grasp the HAND of "SPIRITUALISM!" 1884 GC 405.

AND, AS ANYONE KNOWS:

IT IT "SPIRITUALISM!" THAT SUPPLIES THE "POWER!" THE MARRIAGE IS CONSUMATED-!!! WHO WAS THE PRIME MOVER?

ARMAGEDDON

REV. 16:13,14: "THREE UNCLEAN SPIRITS LIKE FROGS!" "GATHER!" THE WHOLE WORLD TO "ARMAGEDDON!" WITH POWER AND SIGNS AND WONDERS-!!!"
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THE FIRST WORD IS "PROTESTANTISM!"

THE SECOND WORD IS "SPIRITUALISM!"

THE THIRD WORD IS "ROMAN POWER!"

1884 GC 405.

BY NO STRETCH OF NO IMAGINATION - DOES "ROME!" LEAD OUT!

NO AMOUNT OF "POPE-BASHING!" WILL CHANGE "PROTESTANTISM OF AMERICA!"

TO "ROME!" - AN OCEAN APART-!!!

CHANGING THE WRITINGS WILL NOT HELP - EITHER - !!!

URIAH (BEGUILE!) SMITH had such a MAD-ON against "FORCE!" and "ROMANISM!" that he became OBSESSED WITH "FORCE!"
Before you can get "THE MARK OF THE BEAST!" that he put
that in GC 448 and 449 - "FORCE!" - "ENFORCEMENT!" and
related words - seven or eight times where 1884 GC 281 - DID
NOT HAVE IT ONCE - !!! Until it IS actually "ENFORCED!" or
"COMPELED!" to keep SUNDAY - and that would be in "THE
LOUD CRY!" After SATAN comes down in a "FLYING SAUCER!"
AFTER SDA PROBATION IS OVER! GC 624-5. THEY HAD "THE
MARK OF THE BEAST!" BEFORE THE "SUNDAY LAW!" THEY
KEPT "SUNDAY!" BEFORE IT WAS "ENFORCED!" GC 608. (426.)

OUR GRAMMAR COULD BE IMPROVED IF WE DO AS OTHERS -

SPEND TEN YEARS ON A PAPER -

BUT IF WE PUT OUT ONE A MONTH (AT TIMES!)

We are not ZEROING IN on WHO GETS THE POWER-???

"PROTESTANTISM!" courts and marries "SPIRITUALISM!" Then
the ORIGINAL BOOK SAYS: "SHE!" "SHE will reach over the
ABYSS to clasp HANDS with the ROMAN POWER!" 1884 GC
405.

PROTESTANTISM is the PRIME MOVER! PROTESTANTISM LEADS!

PLAIN AS THE NOSE ON YOUR FACE-!!!

BUT WHAT DID THE "URIAH SMITH" CULT DO-?? IN YOUR GC 588?
VANCE FERRELL - COLIN STANDISH - FOLKENBERG -

"NO DIFFERENCE ???"

If "THEY" (APPOSTLE PROTESTANTISM! AND "SPIRITUALISM!" COMBINED!) "THEY...CLASP HANDS WITH THE ROMAN POWER... THIS THREE-FOLD UNION!" (GC 588. IF "SPIRITUALISM!" DOES NOT COME ON HER OWN - she has to be "FETCHED!" - IF "SPIRITUALISM!" IS A SEPARATE ENTITY! IF "PROTESTANTISM!" DOES NOT BRING "SPIRITUALISM!" WITH HER - IF "PROTESTANTISM!" ALONE GOES TO "SPIRITUALISM!" and also goes "ALONE!" to "ROMANISM!" And if "THE BEAST!" is "ASTOUNDED!" at the "MIRACLES!" that will be PERFORMED BEFORE HIM! "ROMANISM!" THEREFORE DOES NOT ASTOUND THE WORLD NOR LEAD THE WORLD!!! SHE IS "ASTOUNDED!" AS "APPOSTATE PROTESTANTISM!" "SHE!" DOES ALL THE "ECUMENICAL!" UNION - "SHE!" IS "THE HEAD AND NOT THE TAIL!"

BILLY GRAHAM STOOD BACK AND ALLOWED "ADVENTISTS!" TO TAKE THE LEAD IN "MISSION-KEY '73!"

THEY FAILED - !!!

THE "TIME!" WAS NOT YET - !!!

THE "SEALING!" WAS NOT YET ON - !!!

MORE AND MORE THEY ARE GEARING UP TO BE THE HEAD - !!!

WHAT DOES "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" SAY ABOUT THAT - ???

DO WE HAVE ANY CLUES AS TO HOW IT WILL BE DONE - ???

WE GO BACK TO THE SAME ORIGINAL 1884 GC 405:

"SPIRITUALISM...A GOD OF [LOVE!] IS PRESENTED!" (THAT WILL TAKE THEM BY SURPRISE!) "PLEASING, BEWITCHING FABLES!" 1884 GC 405. NOW TURN BACK TO YOUR GC 588 - DID YOUR PREACHER TELL YOU that the "MIRACLES!" wrought by NEW SHOTS - POTIONS - NOTIONS - performed in ADVENTIST HOSPITALS - are not so HOT - !!! LOOK AT THE NEXT PAGE - !!! GC 589. What does "DESOLATION!" MEAN? WHOLE CITIES-!!! HAVE TO GO THROUGH THEM WITH GAS MASKS ON-!!!
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ONE STINKING MESS - !!! WE ARE GOING TO BE LED BY THOSE PEOPLE - ???

THE STORY IS IN EW 282 & GC 656

RIGHT AFTER "THE LOUD CRY!" CHAPTER - yes, they won the "MULTITUDES!" But now they WISH they had not won SO MANY BECAUSE "THE MULTITUDES are filled with FURY-!!! "WE ARE LOST!" they cry, "AND YOU ARE THE CAUSE!" of our RUIN!" and they TURN upon the FALSE SHEPHERDS (ORIGINAL 1884 GC 473: "and they TURN upon the FALSE WATCHMEN-!!!")

WHY DID THEY HAVE TO CHANGE THIS RIGHT HERE - ???

I am SURE they themselves DID NOT KNOW-!!! Only the DEVIL that INSPIRED THEM KNEW - !!! That the Bible CONDEMS the "WATCHMEN" on the walls of ZION. God calls upon THEM to SOUND-AN-ALARM-!!!" T8:195.

BUT INSTEAD OF THAT - WHAT DO WE HEAR - ???

"SPIRITUALISM...A GOD OF "LOVE" IS PRESENTED (even UN-LIMITED - UNCEASING - AS LONG AS LIFE SHALL LAST! NO LIMIT-??? UNCONDITIONAL-??? You had to RESORT to "THAT!" cropping up more and more if you want your article PRINTED in the "REVIEW!" or "MINISTRY!" It seems a RACE who can OUT-LOVE! the other. BUT NOW...BUT NOW...BUT NOW...!!!!!!!!!!!)

BUT NOW THE CHICKENS HAVE COME HOME TO ROOST - !!!

OH! HOW I LIKE THIS-!!! "The MULTITUDES are filled with FURY-!!! "WE ARE LOST!" they cry, "AND YOU ARE THE CAUSE!!!" of our RUIN!" and they TURN upon the FALSE WATCHMEN!" 1884 GC 472-3. GC 656.

PROBATION OVER - "NOW THE ANGEL OF DEATH GOES FORTH-!!!" 1884 GC 473.

WHAT NOW - FOLKENBERG-??? WILLIAM JOHNSON-??? COLIN STANDISH-???

WE ARE NOW GOING TO SOOTHE-SAY THEM WITH "SPIRITUALISM...A GOD OF "LOVE" IS PRESENTED-!!!" 1884 GC 405. YOU THINK THEY WILL LISTEN NOW - WHEN THEY FACE "REALITY!"- ???

"THE FALSE WATCHMEN ARE THE FIRST TO FALL-!!!"

There are NONE to PITY or to SPARE! MEN, WOMEN, MAIDENS,
and little CHILDREN - PERISH TOGETHER!" GC 656. (473.)
"THESE DUMBB DOGS...ALL PERISH TOGETHER—!!!" T5:211.

NOW IT DOES NOT SEEM SO SMART TO PREACH -
(like the "EAGER-BEAVERS!" DO - to PLEASE the "ITCHING EARS!") like a SLUT - "LOVE AND UNITY!" is EVERYTHING-???
DID YOU KNOW:

"THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!"

is "SPIRITUALISM!" Now you have it "FACE TO FACE!" who in
"THE THREE-FOLD UNION!" The BIG-MOUTHED FROG of REV.
16:13,14 is BRINGING US THE "ASSURANCE!" of "DEATH!"
1884 GC 378-9. (THE SAME! GC 560-1.) TOGETHER with
"PHILADELPHIA!"

AND WHAT IS "THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION-???"
WILL YOU ASK YOUR PREACHER-??? DOES HE KNOW-???
HE NEVER PREACHES IT-!!! HE WOULD NOT DARE!

BECAUSE:

"THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION!" in REV. 3:10 and who is KEPT?
OLD DRUG-SHOT-??? BOY-!!! WOULDN'T YOU HEAR IT - if it
was a bit LOWER DOWN in REV. 3:.... LOWER ADVENTOSIA! But
the one that is "KEPT!" is on HIGHER GROUND-!!! BEAUTIFUL
PHILADELPHIA! is KEPT: "(FROM) THE SPIRITS OF: DEVILS
...MIRACLES-!!!" AND BOTH BOOKS THAT TELL YOU THAT -
1884 GC 378-9, GC 560-1. BOTH BOOKS RIGHT THERE -
(And you will find 20 other references if you LOOK FOR
THEM!) That one of the MAIN "DOCTRINES OF DEVILS!" FROM
"OUR PULPITS!" (TM 409) is the "ASSURANCE!" that FOLKENBERG
BAWLS ALL OVER THE PLACE - that only ("ONLY!") 84%
in one union and going union by union ("ONLY!"") 52% was the
lowest of those CRAZY enough to FALL for what "THE SPIRIT
OF PROPHECY!" calls "SPIRITUALISM!" (FOLKENBERG - "AD-

"THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!"

Now you know without a doubt - WHO is the "PROTESTANT-
ISM!" that is "THE HEAD AND NOT THE TAIL!" in forming the
"THREE-FOLD UNION!" with "SPIRITUALISM!" and "SHE!" "will
REACH over the ABYSS to clasp HANDS with the ROMAN
POWER!" 1884 GC 405.
ROMANISM NEVER CATCHES UP - !!!!
ROMANISM DOES NOT "GET THE POWER - !!!!"
ROMANISM IS "ASTOUNDED!" AT THE "MIRACLES - !!!!"
THE "ADVENTISTS!" CAN DO "TO ASTOUND THE BEAST!"

WHAT PROOF THAT THESE ARE "ADVENTISTS - ????"

Why could they NOT be "CATHOLICS?" FACT #1 - THE SEALING (JUDGMENT) must "BEGIN!" with "THE HOUSE OF GOD!" (And that is NOT "ROMANISM!") They do not come "TO THE TEST!" until AFTER the "SUNDAY LAW!" and "THE LOUD CRY!"
FACT #2 - "These works of APPARENT "HEALING!" will bring "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST!" TO THE TEST!" SM 2:53. FACT #3 - "THE ENEMY WILL WORK THROUGH HIS AGENTS WHO HAVE DEPARTED FROM THE "FAITH!" AND "THEY!" WILL SEEMINGLY (BRING DOWN!) "FIRE!" OUT OF HEAVEN!" SM 2:54. MM 88. (And a DOZEN more!)

WHO DEPARTED FROM THE "FAITH - ????

THE POPE-??? BILLY GRAHAM-???

Let's get this STRAIGHT - ONCE and for ALL - WHO LEADS OUT IN BRINGING DOWN "FIRE!" FROM "GOD OUT OF HEAVEN!" - ??? DID NOT WILSON/HARDER TRY IT with 300 NINNIES - was that 100 YEARS FROM 1888? WAS THAT 1988? Did they not TRY to give "THE LAST MESSAGE!" - "THE THREE-FOLD UNION!" in "MISSION KEY '73-????" You find yourself still TRUSTING THEM - WHAT IS THERE TO "TRUST?"

TRUST

Ask the girl who carries somebody else's BABY around inside her - whether she should have "TRUSTED!" him now that he leaves her in a LURCH - and does not HONOR his OBLIGATIONS!

"THAT RELIGION which makes of SIN a LIGHT MATTER, dwelling upon the "LOVE!" of God to the sinner REGARDLESS of his ACTIONS, only ENCOURAGES the SINNER to believe that GOD WILL RECEIVE HIM (Isn't His "LOVE!" "UNCONDITIONAL?") (HOW CRAZY CAN YOU GET-???"

T5:540.
AUGUST 1, 1994 - "A LAST WORD"

Keeping you UP-TO-DATE with what is going on in "LOWER ADVENTOSIA!" MARTIN WEBER wrote an article in the "MINISTRY!" MAGAZINE - this "COCK-AND-BULL" YARN was just what WM. JOHNSON wanted for his "ADVENTIST REVIEW." He wanted "MS." ("MO-OB-DE-SAME!") This BUILT-UP "WEBER" so that he IMAGINED himself some kind of "AUTHORITY!" as to what "ADVENTISTS BELIEVE!"

SO HE AUTHORIZED A 272-PAGE BOOK:

"WHOS GOT THE TRUTH - ???"

AS HE PICKED OUT WHAT WAS TO HIM FIVE LEADING "AUTHORITIES!" IN ADVENTISM

BUT WHICH HE CLAIMS HAVE "FIVE DIFFERENT GOSPELS!"

SO TRUST "MARTIN WEBER" TO BRING ORDER OUT OF CHAOS!

HIS IS "THE LAST WORD!"

"CALVARY CONNECTIONS" POB 339, COLUMBIA, MD 21045
U.S. $11.95 plus #3.00 SHIPPING ANYWHERE

Some of the "GREATEST BULL" ever given to man. I believe (the Lord willing) I will write a SPECIAL PAPER to warn people about this ODYSSEY into bringing the CESSPOOLS of "EVANGELICAL BABYLON" and the ETHICS (or lack of them) of "KINSHIP INTERNATIONAL" and "LESBIAN" BURLESQUE - leaving the READER in need of a "STEAM BATH!"

In 225 pages that I have read so far - to PLEASE FOLKENBERG he gives us - The "ASSURANCE!" of Salvation (Over 20 times!) bringing it in to EVERY ONE of their DOCTRINES. He is also FREE with "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!" Do you want "YAHWEH?" He will give you that, too. (As do most SDA PREACHERS when they write in "MINISTRY!") MEN-PLEASERS. FABLES TO SUIT "ITCHING EARS!" THAT IS "MARTIN WEBER!" I HAD TO GET THAT ROTTEN BOOK TO WARN YOU WHAT IS COMING IN "LOWER ADVENTOSIA." Along with a LENGTHY DIATRIBE and ABUSIVE BELITTLING of ELLEN WHITE:

These people, with ENDLESS NERVE, will ever QUOTE:
"The very last deception of Satan will be to make of none effect the testimony of the Spirit of God...Satan will work ingeniously...to unsettle the confidence of God's remnant people in the true testimony." SM 2:78. (Quoted by WEBER p.208.)

But he did not quote:
"The very last deception of Satan will be to make of none effect the testimony of the Spirit of God...Where there is no vision the people perish!" (Prov. 29:18) "THERE WILL BE A HATRED KINDLED AGAINST THE TESTIMONIES WHICH IS SATANIC!" SM 1:48.

AND THAT IS MARTIN WEBER FROM FIRST TO LAST - ALTHOUGH, LIKE FROM AND THE WRITERS IN "MINISTRY!" AND "SPECTRUM!" THEY THINK THEY CAN HIDE IT -!!!

AND - AND - AND - WHEN, LIKE THE OTHER "BABYLONIANS!" THEY SAY "THE BIBLE ALONE!" (SOLA SCRIPTURA)

But as soon as they SAY THAT - they start QUOTING ONE "BABYLONIAN!" after the other. 666 of them - is THAT "THE BIBLE ALONE?" OR IS THAT A RUSE TO GET RID OF "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY-???

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY, 15, 1994
We are taking up VANCE FERRELL ("PILGRIM'S REST") "ANALYSIS OF - THE 1919 BIBLE CONFERENCE" PART 1-2-3. (WM 537 to 539. JULY 1994.) IN JANUARY 1994, CHARLES WHEELING sent out 1919 BIBLE CONFERENCE EXTRACTS and his (CHARLES WHEELING'S) 1994 PREDICTIONS. VANCE FERRELL "ANALYZES" - CHARLES WHEELING - and we "ANALYZE" - VANCE FERRELL.

BUT FIRST:
We want to deal with a problem or two. WE ARE EXPERTS AT "READING" UNREADABLE SCRIBBLING - but yet some really get us. ESPECIALLY ADDRESSES!
(1) One would THINK if you give the ADDRESS - you would be MORE CAREFUL. And if you are a "SCRIBBLER!" you would at least give the ADDRESS CLEAR.
(2) Do you know - sometimes three of us PUZZLE over the ADDRESS-!!! Sometimes when I think it is IMPOSSIBLE - I cut it out and paste it on the ENVELOPE - SURPRISINGLY - it gets there-!!!
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(3) SOMEBODY should tell some of you - you can obtain "ADRESS LABELS!" and then USE THEM! Both INSIDE and OUTSIDE! And if you are from AUSTRALIA or NEW ZEALAND - (or other places in the world) - SAY SO-!!! DO NOT ADDRESS A LETTER LIKE YOU COULD DO IN YOUR OWN CIRCLE! WE ARE OVERSEAS - WE (AND THE POSTAL OFFICIALS) may not know what some ABBREVIATIONS MEAN. (And in DISGUST may throw it in the WASTE BASKET!)

(4) Are we coming through - LOUD and CLEAR - ???

(5) And what about the SCRIBBLING of a LETTER-??? You have KIDS in the FAMILY? Are you TRAINING them to use a TYPEWRITER-??? SCRIBBLE your letter out and then get them to TYPE IT-!!! Or give the NEIGHBOUR'S KIDS a DOLLAR or TWO to TYPE THE LETTER FOR YOU - then we could READ IT-!!!

ETHEL A CLEM:

"Just heard this on the radio: "Some of our problems in America today are caused by "Throw-away marriages!" and "Disposable Kids!" 04/07/94.

¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥

"THE 1919 BIBLE CONFERENCE"

CHAIDED BY "A.G.DANIELS" PRESIDENT OF THE CONFERENCE and reveals, as nothing else could what he THOUGHT or DIDN'T THINK - of the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" And how he would NOT ALLOW any OPPOSITION or QUESTION to his (DANIEL'S) DICTATORIAL HAUGHTY INSOLENCE -

AND THE SEA-SAW BATTLE BETWEEN JANUARY 1994 -

CHARLES WHEELING'S USE (OR MISUSE) of this material -

And VANCE FERRELL'S OPINION OF IT!
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THEN THIS SURPRISING STATEMENT:

(BY VANCE FERRELL)

"...there were many who wanted to OUST ELDER DANIELLS. (As you may know, he was our longest-running GENERAL CONFERENCE PRESIDENT, having served since 1901.)...1922...W.A.SPICER, without seeking the OFFICE, (??????) became the NEW PRESIDENT. DANIELLS' RETIREMENT proved a BLESSING to him, for he "REDISCOVERED" the VALUE of the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" as he RESEARCHED and wrote the book - "CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS." It was written by a TRUE BELIEVER in the PROPHET FOR THESE LAST DAYS!"

(END OF TRANSMISSION BY VANCE FERRELL)

"CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS"

MY MEMBERSHIP WAS IN QUESTION - the local Elder kept agitating the matter. Especially when I had offered some ground to build a "CHURCH SCHOOL" and instead of this - he gathered the funds and built one in the city. Then expected us to send our children to his school. We had gone "OUT!" of the city and were not about to go BACK again - and this LITTLE DICTATOR was going to have his WAY or know the reason why.

So finally he had us before a Board of 16 Elders (Local Elders and other Officials). I was given ¾'s of an hour to present my case. BRITISH COLUMBIA PRESIDENT "SMITHWICK" was in the Chair. I had prepared a paper and when the STENOGRAPHER began taking NOTES - I told her this was not necessary as I gave her a copy. My PRESENTATION was prepared so that I would give a reference to prove a point - but I would not read it. That way I gave them a 1½ HOUR PRESENTATION in ¾'s of an hour.

CANADIAN UNION PRESIDENT "NELSON"

happened to be in VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA and sat in as a guest. He sat leaning forward, his elbow on his knee, his chin cupped in his hand - listening to EVERY WORD! Out of courtesy to his office - SMITHWICK asked for NELSON'S OPINION - without hesitation ELDER NELSON SAID:
"You have spent a great deal of time on this - I see NOTHING WRONG in it - go ahead and put out your papers!" (SMITHWICK INTERJECTED): "Brother HOEHN - what ELDER NELSON MEANS - is those papers you have there by OTHERS - BUT-NOT-YOURS!"

Then he took a vote to oust us - but because of what ELDER NELSON SAID - he couldn't make it - the MAJORITY were in on MY SIDE! ELDER NELSON NEVER CHANGED HIS MIND and was on my MAILING LIST as long as he was alive. SMITHWICK framed us to get his way but that is another story. He was a CROOK and a SHYSTER from the word "GO!"

I WAS OF THE FIRST CLASS EVER ORDAINED AS "COLPORTEUR-EVANGELISTS" in CALGARY, ALBERTA, CANADA to CANVASS during the week and preach in our Churches on the Sabbath if I happened to be in a District where there was no MINISTER.

They were to turn the Desk over to me - and they did.

ONE OF MY FAVORITE TOPICS WAS - COL. 154-5. SM 1:314. EV. 595.

RH 1:65; 5:414 against "I AM SAVED!"

TRY TO DO THAT TODAY-!!! They would take away your CREDENTIALS in 48 HOURS if not ASSASSINATE YOU or SHIP you off to the MISSION FIELDS to pin DIAPERS on CHINESE BABIES!

I STILL BELIEVE IT IS: "OF ALL SINS IT IS THE MOST "HOPE LESS!" THE MOST "INCURABLE!"...should NEVER be taught to SAY or to FEEL that they are "SAVED!" This is MISLEADING. (Not LEADING but "MISLEADING!") ...THEY ARE UNPREPARED!"

COL 154-5.

EVER SINCE THEN THERE HAS BEEN A RUNNING BATTLE ON THAT QUESTION - BUT "ADVENTISTS" are only PEOPLE and PEOPLE like the THOUGHT that they are SAVED - HOLY - NOTHING WANTING and they find the "SMITHWICKS" that will give them want they WANT! To please the "ITCHING EARS!" Some will be HORRIFIED to learn that this is "SPIRITUALISM!" "EACH MIND WILL JUDGE ITSELF AND NOT ANOTHER."

- 14 -
"THE JUDGMENT will be RIGHT, because it is the JUDGMENT of SELF... THE THRONE IS WITHIN YOU!" GC 554 to 558.

NATURALLY SUCH PEOPLE WILL HAVE NO NEED OF ANY "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!"

LEAVE IT TO THE COURT-IN-HEAVEN-??? AWAY WITH YOU - !!!

GIVE US BILLY (BABYLON) GRAHAM - !!!

AT THE "SMITHWICK" HEARING:

ONE ELDER who saw his "DOGMAS" would be DEVASTATED - asked me in RAGE: "DID YOU READ "CHRIST OUR RIGHT-EOUSNESS!" by A.G.DANIELLS-???" I said: "NO! And I won't read it either unless some one SENDS it to me, I will not pay MONEY for it!" "WHY NOT-???" He demanded in TOWERING RAGE-!!! I REPLIED: (This was, of course a REAL SURPRISE for every one of the 16) "In 1888 in the General Conference held in Minneapolis, MN - the ANGEL of Revelation 18, came down to his Work, and was RIDICULED, CRITICIZED and REJECTED, and when the MESSAGE he brings again will SWELL into a "LOUD CRY," it will AGAIN BE RIDICULED, and SPOKEN AGAINST and REJECTED BY THE MAJORITY!" ("TAKING UP A REPROACH.") 91 page PUBLICATION: "ARE SDA DOING GOD'S WILL?" (By ELDER W. L. BRISBIN) - $5.00 U.S. from A. VERNE BATES, 890 HITCHING POST RD., GRANTS PASS, OR 97526.

"WHO HAS REJECTED THAT DANIELLS' BOOK (or for that matter, 20 other books) Who has spoken ONE WORD against that "CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS" BOOK-??? (L. E. FROM BRAGGED FOR YEARS that he "EDITED!" that book so DANIELS could sign his NAME-TO-IT!) WHO SAID ONE WORD AGAINST THAT BOOK-??? AROUND THE WORLD-??? THEREFORE IT IS SPURIOUS-!!! I do not have to READ it to KNOW THAT-!!!"

All 16 were taken by OVERWHELMING SURPRISE-!!! But now that some one did send me a copy - I saw right away what's WRONG WITH IT - !!! And now that VANCE FERRELL gives it his UNQUALIFIED APPROVAL - let's look at it. If 20,000 other MINISTERS and WORKERS have NOTHING to say AGAINST that book - perhaps it is TOO MUCH to expect VANCE FERRELL to find anything WRONG with it - especially since he goes by ANYTHING the "WHITE-WASH ESTATE!" approves. - 15 -
The "WHITE-WASH ESTATE!" in his CONSCIENCE. Come to THINK of it, no one finds FAULT with it - I do not seem to RE-
MEMBER anyone USING it to PROVE ANYTHING WORTH WHILE -
I wonder WHY - ???

"CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS" - 1941 EDITION
(Let a Bible and Testimony STUDENT read the FOREWORD -
p.5 to 7 and see it is "MISLEADING" and "FALSE!"). From p.9 to
19 (10 full pages) he lays down what he intends to teach -
before he gives ONE REFERENCE by ELLEN WHITE-!!! And in
that ONE PAGE (19) he says a MOUTH-FULL-!!!

BUT WATCH HOW THE OLD CODGER BUFFALOES YOU

"THE PENALTY is DEATH!"...He is under a CONdemnation...he
can NEVER escape. What can he do-??? Is there any way
out of his DARK, HOPELESS SITUATION? Yes, there is...THE
ONLY WAY of doing so is "BY FAITH!" To the NATURAL, UN-
ILLUMINATED MIND, this solution of the DARK PROBLEM is a
"MYSTERY!" THE LAW requires OBEDIENCE; it demands
"RIGHTEOUS DEEDS!" in the activities of life. HOW CAN SUCH
DEMANDS BE MET BY FAITH - "INSTEAD!" OF BY "WORKS!"
COR 18.

THIS IS WORSE THAN "BABYLON!"

WHY! he doesn't want any "WORKS!" AT ALL - !!! Something
called "FAITH!" and "INSTEAD OF!" by "WORKS!". So there he
sets the PATTERN! ONE-WITH-BABYLON! NO LAW! "THE
CURSE OF "WORKS!" In all the BIBLE and TESTIMONIES there
is not a HINT of "RIGHTEOUS WORKS!" being "CURSED!" But
here the OLD CODGER hands it to you - goes "CURSING!" on
the way to the KINGDOM-!!!

BUT HOW DOES HE MANAGE TO SELL THIS TO

"COMMANDMENT KEEPERS!" and "TESTIMONY BELIEVERS!"
By "INSULTS!" - by "INTIMIDATION!" - by "SHAME!" - by "PSY-
CHOLOGY!" - DIDN'T HE JUST SAY THIS (HIS!) SOLUTION to
the problem would be CLARIFIED unless you had a "DARK" -
"UN-ILLUMINATED MIND!" How did he INTIMIDATE 20,000 AD-
VENTIST MINISTERS AND WORKERS - how did he SHUT-THEIR-
MOUTHS? WELL-!!! If you didn't QUICKLY make up your MIND
that you were NO WAY going to be of that CLASS that had a
"DARK UN-ILLUMINATED MIND!" NO WAY-!!!
AND SECOND:

He was thereby TELLING you just as EMPHATICALLY that HIS mind was "ILLUMINATED" so you EAGERLY bent FORWARD - how could your MIND be "ILLUMINATED!" also-??? OH! THANK GOD FOR "LEROY FROM" and "A. G. DANIELSS!" What in the world would we ever do - without THEM-??? OUR "ILLUMINA-
TED MASTERS!" OUR "HOLY GURUS!" OUR "PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PROPHETIC UNDERSTANDING!" This is how "OC-
CULTISM!" "ROSICRUCIANISM!" "ILLUMINAT!" "JESUITISM!" "NEW AGE!" "SPIRITUALISM!" win the game - by the "PRO-
FESSION of their own HOLINESS!" and are "GUIDED!" by the "HIDDEN MASTERS!" of the "SECRET ORDERS!"

FREEMASONS:

HOW MANY ADVENTISTS (LEADERS!) OPENLY or SECRETLY be-
long to the "MASON-???" "FREEMASONS...uniting yourselves
with ATHEISTS...INFIDELS...TIPPLERS...DRUNKARDS...TOBACCO-
DEVOTEES...may be CHARMED with these (SECRET) SOCIETIES
that have NO CONNECTION with GOD...NO EARNEST CHRISTIAN
can prosper in such an ATMOSPHERE. The vital air of HEAVEN
is NOT THERE! His soul is BARREN...the Child of God will
NEVER CHOOSE SUCH ASSOCIATIONS...Christ will NEVER lead
His followers to take upon themselves VOWS that will UNITE
THEM with men who have NO CONNECTION WITH GOD..."WHO-
SOEVER therefore WILL BE a "FRIEND!" of the World - IS-THE-
ENEMY-OF-GOD!" EV. 618-20. "SHOULD CHRISTIANS BE
MEMBERS OF SECRET SOCIETIES?" p. 3-10. (1892) (READ
ON-!!!) (SEE INDEX!) (This applies DOUBLE for WOMEN who
enjoy QUESTIONABLE COMPANY. You do GET like the COM-
PANY you keep.)

IT IS MORE DISASTEROUS FOR A WOMAN

TO BE IN THE WRONG COMPANY THAN IT IS FOR A MAN

"When the Lord requires us to be DISTINCT and PECULIAR, how
can we crave POPULARITY or seek to IMITATE the CUSTOMS
and PRACTICES of the WORLD?...To LOWER the STANDARD in
order to secure POPULARITY and an INCREASE in NUMBERS,
and THEN to make this INCREASE a cause of REJOICING,
shows GREAT BLINDNESS-!!! If NUMBERS were an evidence of SUCC-
ESS, SATAN might claim the PREEMINENCE..." T6:143.

SHOULD WE HAVE HAD TO PRINT THIS - ???
YES! With the FROOMS HOLLERING at the top of their voices for 40 years of his TOWERING SUPERIORITY (A CHEAP ILLU-
SION!) the MEMBERSHIP INTIMIDATED into SILENCE, COM-
promise, and ACQUIESCENCE - afraid of their shadow - THE
FROOMS HAD A FIELD DAY to MITIGATE TRACTABILITY and
DOCILITY if not HYPOCRITICAL ZOMBIES. LIKE JUDAS - put on
any FACE. Get really VIOLENT if any one shows them up.
SLANDER them, ASSASSINATE their CHARACTERS, IMPUGN
their MOTIVES (EW 69) and in the end "THEY BECOME THE
MOST BITTER ENEMIES OF THEIR FORMER BRETHREN!"...THESE
APOSTATES!" GC 608. (See 607.)

DID YOU NOTICE - ??? THROUGH IT ALL -

"ALL WILL BE UNMASKED!" GC 606. (By those that are
"SEALED!" T3:267. RH 2:49. EZE. 8:... and 9:...) (Then the
LEADERSHIP get "MAD AS THE DEVIL!") "They act like men who have
LOST THEIR REASON!" TM 70.
JULY 18, 1994 - Just received a 3-page letter that we should
BAWL and CRY with them and overpower them with "LOVE UN-
LIMITED!" Thus end up with the Old Cliche: "LOVE!" and "UNI-
TY!" Is that the LORD'S FORMULA-??? NO INDEX WILL LIST
IT - BUT HERE IT IS:

"BUT AVOID FOOLISH QUESTIONS AND GENEALOGIES,
and CONTENTIONS, and STRIVINGS about the LAW; for
they are UNPROFITABLE AND VAIN. A man that is an
HERETIC after the FIRST and SECOND ADMONITION -
"REJECT!" TITUS 3:9,10.

"WEE WILLIE!" spend a LIFETIME trying to "RESPECT!" and "UN-
DERSTAND!" the APOSTATE "LEADERSHIP!" and ELLEN WHITE
TOLD HIM: "...OUR BRETHREN,... we are NOT to place them
where GOD-SHOULD-BE, for they are but men." LETTER 195.
September 6, 1903. TDG 258.

THE LAST MESSAGE IS:

TO KEEP YOUR DIGNITY - you do not go around "SLUMMING!
with the "INCORRIGIBLE!" lest ye become LIKE THEM. This is
covered in these words: "And I heard ANOTHER VOICE FROM
HEAVEN, saying, COME "OUT OF HER, MY PEOPLE!" that ye be
not partakers of HER SINS (CATCH HER DISEASE!) and that ye
receive NOT-OF-HER-PLAGUES!" 1884 GC 421. (And that
page tells you WHY!!)
A CHURCH OR A WOMAN THAT DOES NOT WANT TO SEPARATE -

But lets every kind of QUEER come into her HOUSEHOLD - will have nothing better than a "WHORE HOUSE!!" and she will pick up a little more than "FRIENDSHIP!!" "UNTIL SHE SHALL ABHOR HERSELF!!" Find that in T8:250. "THE ADULTRESS SHALL SURELY BE PUT TO DEATH!!" LEVITICUS 20:10.

AND AS FAR AS "SYMPATHY!!" IS CONCERNED -

When the GROUND opened up for "KORAH, DATHAN and ABIRAMI!!" and the "250 PRINCES OF RENOWN!!" (THE FULL AUTUMN COUNCIL!) "SYMPATHIZED!!" "FIRE!!" came out of the CLOUD and "ATOMIZED!!" them ON-THE-SPOT-!!! (Why don't you ask your PREACHER where that is WRITTEN-???) And what happened NEXT-!!! Did they not have "THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION-???") Or is that found in the "SPIRITUALISM!!" CHAPTER - find it three times in BOTH BOOKS - 1884 or 1911.

"SEPARATION!!" IS NOT "LOVE AND UNITY!!"

READ IT IN ANN'S FAVORITE TEXT - T5:505.

20,000 ADVENTIST MINISTERS AND WORKERS WERE NOT "MAN!!" AND "WOMEN!!" ENOUGH TO "SEPARATE!!" FROM L.E. FROOM and A.G.DANIELLS AND THEIR ABOMINABLE BOOK -

"CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS!!"

PAGE 19 - I DREW A "SNAKE!!" I drew that SAME SNAKE on pages 19,105,108,116,117. EVERY TIME THEY QUOTED FROM "REVIEW AND HERALD!!" Nov. 4, 1890. YOU NEVER SAW THAT-???

NEVER SAW WHAT - ???

WHAT STARTED "WARS!!" IN THE UNIVERSE-??? WHAT DID THE SERPENT (LUCIFER-SATAN) SAY WAS HIS MAIN OBJECT-??? AGAINST THE "LAW!!" OF GOD-!!! IT COULD NOT BE KEPT - IT WAS "ARBITRARY!!" HOLY BEINGS NEEDED NO "LAW!!" And ELLEN WHITE spoke in HARMONY with the DEVIL-!!!

"THE LAW DEMANDS RIGHTEOUSNESS!!" and this the SINNER OWES TO THE LAW;

but he is INCAPABLE-OF-RENDERING-IT!!" REVIEW and HERALD. Nov. 4, 1890.
ACCORDING TO FROOM/DANIELS – ELLEN WHITE SPOKE IN HARMONY WITH THE DEVIL – WITH "EVANGELICALISM!" WITH "BABYLON!!" "THE LAW CANNOT BE KEPT!!" 20,000 ADVENTIST LEADERS SAW THAT AND HAD NOTHING TO SAY ABOUT THAT! (AND MILLIONS OF PEOPLE LED ASTRAY BY THE SAME TEACHING IN ADVENTISM—???) Or are you going to call me a "LIAR!!" WITHOUT-LOOKING-IT-UP—???

OR ARE YOU GOING TO SAY "READ THE REST OF IT!!"

HOW CAN I IF THEY DID NOT QUOTE IT – !!!

I PRINTED ALL THAT THEY QUOTED ON COR 116.

THERE'S NO MORE THERE—!!! IS THAT ALRIGHT WITH YOU – ???

AND MORE THAN THAT – !!!

THE SENTENCE BEFORE SAYS: "RIGHTEOUSNESS IS OBEDIENCE TO THE LAW—!!!" RH 2:436. YOU TYPE OR WRITE THIS OUT—!!! PUT THIS SENTENCE ABOVE WHAT YOU FIND IN COR 116 and look at it. You know what it is now saying—???. "THE LAW CAN BE KEPT—!!!" Do you SEE IT – ???

LEST WE FORGET

Those with a bit more INTELLIGENCE may tell us if we are bothered with:

"THE LAW DEMANDS RIGHTEOUSNESS!!" AND this the sinner owes to the LAW;

But he is INCAPABLE-OF-RENDERING-IT—!!!"

RH 2:436. Nov. 4, 1890.

We could LOOK UP the REFERENCE and STUDY the CONTEXT! DID YOU FORGET SOMETHING – ???

THESE BOOKS WERE NOT AVAILABLE BEFORE 1962—!!!
1941 TO 1962

KEPT IN THE DARK FOR 21 YEARS OR MORE - by that TIME the OLD CODGER had it FIRMLY ESTABLISHED "THE LAW COULD NOT BE KEPT!" - "SR. WHITE SAID SO-!!!" "MANY will stand IN-OUR-PULPITS with the TORCH of FALSE PROPHECY in their hands - KINDLED from the HELLISH TORCH of SATAN!"... SOUND-AN-ALARM-!!!" TM 409,410.

"THESE FALSE PROPHETS WILL HAVE TO BE MET-!!!...WHEN the LAW of GOD is made VOID - THE CHURCH will be SIFTED by FIERY TRIALS, and a LARGER PROPORTION than we now anticipate will give heed to SEDUCING SPIRITS and DOCTRINES OF DEVILS-!!!" EV. 360-1.

"Those who turn from the plain teaching of SCRIPTURE - and the convicting POWER of GOD'S HOLY SPIRIT - are INVITING-THE-CONTROL-OF-DEMONS!" EV. 591. (1898.)

YOU STILL THINK FROOM/DANIELLS (AND VANCE FERRELL) WERE RIGHT-!!! IN THAT BOOK THAT HAD THE APPROVAL OF ALL "ADVENTISM!" Do your own CHECKING the REST of the book where I drew a SNAKE-!!! p.19,105,108,116,117. And don't come and tell me that this was not DELIBERATE-!!!

"Thus is EXPLAINED (by FROOM and the DEVIL) just how FAITH takes the PLACE of WORKS and is accounted "RIGHTEOUSNESS!" THIS WONDERFUL TRUTH should be PERFECTLY CLEAR to every believer; and it must become personal EXPERIENCE, it should enable us to CEASE from our OWN WORKS, EFFORTS and STRUGGLES, and to enter into CALM, TRUSTING, LIVING "FAITH!" in the MERITS, the OBEDIENCE, the RIGHTEOUSNESS - of CHRIST!" These we may present to GOD - IN-THE-PLACE-OF-OUR-FAILURES...!!!" COR 19,20.

YOU WANT THIS RELIGION - ???
YOU WANT "BABYLON!"

YOU ARE WELCOME - AS THE SAYING GOES:

"HELL IS NOT FULL YET - !!!"
THERE'S NO USE TALKING ABOUT "RIGHTEOUSNESS!" by "FAITH ALONE!" "OBEDIENCE!" IS NOT "FAITH!" "OBEDIENCE!" IS "ACTION!" "OBEDIENCE!" IS "WORKS!" THAT'S WHY FROOM/DANIETTS DID NOT QUOTE THAT SENTENCE-!!! IT WOULD HAVE SPOOLEED THEIR CONCOCTION-!!!

YOU THINK I DON'T KNOW "CONCOCTION!" WILL MEAN SOME OF YOU WILL DROP THIS PAPER - GO AHEAD - DROP IT! IT WILL STILL BE A "CONCOCTION!" DELIBERATE DECEIT BY THE DEVIL-!!! OH! YOUR PREACHERS ARE VERY FREE TO SAY WE "ARE OF THE DEVIL!" BUT GET "HORRIFIED!" IF WE MEET THEM - WORD FOR WORD-!!! THEY SET LAWS AND RULES FOR US - AND THEN ARE "HORRIFIED!" IF WE MEET THEM "WORD FOR WORD!" OH! HOW THEY CAN SCREAM AT US-!!! MODIFY YOUR LANGUAGE! O.K.-!!! I WILL GO "BY THE BIBLE ALONE!"


MODERN ENGLISH:
"YE BUNCH OF RATTLE SNAKES-!!!" (SEE WEBSTER: A "RATTLE SNAKE" IS A "VIPER!" A "VIPER!" IS A "RATTLE SNAKE!")

YOU WANT SOME MORE - ???


(GET A "RED LETTER!!" EDITION OF THE BIBLE AND FIND IN MATTHEW ALONE)

"WOE UNTO YOU, SCRIBES AND PHARISEES, HYPOCRITES!" "WOE UNTO YOU, YE BLIND GUIDES!" (REMEMBER-??? HE SAYS THE SAME THING TO "LAODICEAN LEADERS-!!!" and "BLIND FOLLOWERS OF THE BLIND") "YE FOOLS AND BLIND!

IN MATTHEW 23:... ALONE - YOU'LL FIND ENOUGH TO DO YOU FOR A WEEK - !!!
And yet some "SOFT-IN-THE-HEAD!" LAODICEANS SAY HE NEVER USED "LANGUAGE!" If He talked like that TODAY in the OPEN STREET - He could be run in for "SWEARING!"

YOU LAODICEAN REPROBATES -
YOU WILL LISTEN TO YOUR FROOMS AND SAY "NARY-A- WORD!" BUT IF WE MEET HIM "WORD FOR WORD!" THEN YOU SCREAM TO HIGH HEAVEN! WHAT HYPOCRITES-!!!

WE REPEAT - IN BOTH "GREAT CONTROVERSIES!" (1884 and 1911)
There is a CHAPTER - "MODERN REVIVALS!" "BEAUTIFUL PHILADELPHIA!" and BRIDE of CHRIST! (The 144,000 Church!) "SHALL COME!" GC 464,430. But BEFORE she shall "COME!" SATAN! will seek to "PREVENT IT, by introducing a COUNTERFEIT!" GC 464. 1884 GC 296.

JUST AS THERE IS NO ONE AROUND THE WORLD - TO SEE ANYTHING WRONG WITH THE FROOM/DANIELLS CONCOCTION - SO THERE IS NO ONE AROUND THE WORLD THAT WILL LIST THE DOCTRINES OF THE "COUNTERFEIT" CATALOGUED AT THE END OF THIS CHAPTER - GC 471-3.

AND FOR THE SAME REASON-!!! AS THEY ARE THE SAME DOCTRINES-!!! "INSTANTANEOUS SANCTIFICATION!" ("I AM SAVED!" RIGHT NOW AT THIS "BILLY GRAHAM!" - "ORAL ROBERTS!" - "PENTECOSTAL-BABYLON MEETING!")

NO LONGER IS "SANCTIFICATION!" THE "WORK!" OF A "LIFETIME!" NO LONGER DO WE NEED THE "DAILY!" TO BUILD-FORM-DEVELOP A "CHARACTER!" Will it not be "GIVEN?" you as a "GIFT!" when CHRIST-MESSIAH COMES? At least that is what it says in the JEWISH TALMUD and the SELF-CONFESSIONED "AWAKENING!" took that from GERMAN-JEW(?) "HEPPENSTALL!"

ALONG WITH "FAITH ALONE!" "ONLY BELIEVE!" "NO FURTHER EFFORT!" "THIS ENSNARING DOCTRINE!...IT IS NOT "FAITH!"... IT IS "PRESUMPTION!" "AND THE CLAIM TO BE "WITHOUT SIN!" IS...

WELL! LOOK IT UP-!!! THAT IS: "THE COUNTERFEIT!" GC 471-3. DID YOU FALL FOR IT - TOO-???
JUST ABOUT EVERYBODY ELSE DID -
WHY NOT YOU-??? THEY ARE ALL ON THAT DEVIL'S TRAIN -
GOING WITH THE SPEED OF "LIGHTNING!" EW 88, 263. What
makes YOU THINK you know MORE THAN ANYONE ELSE-???
(SNEER! SNEER! SNEER!)

"AND TO THE ANGEL OF THE CHURCH IN PHILADELPHIA WRITE...
BEHOLD, I WILL "MAKE!" THEM OF THE "SYNAGOGUE OF
SATAN!" WHICH "SAY!" THEY ARE JEWS, AND ARE NOT, BUT
DO LIVE; BEHOLD I WILL "MAKE!" THEM TO COME AND WORSHIP

THIS IS A "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" PRODUCTION

APPENDIX
You know - you SMART-ALECK "ADVENTISTS!" - spellbound
and transfixed by your mighty "FROOMS!" at how GREAT you
are - you, and you ONLY-!!! are destined to give "THE LAST
MESSAGE!" "THE LOUD CRY!" while you skillfully SIDE-STEP
and see NO NEED of any "MIDNIGHT CRY!" No "GO YE OUT!"
of that "ROTTEN!" (T8:250. TM 446. T2:477.) "SYNAGOGUE
7:976.

EVEN WHEN THEY BRING DOWN "FIRE-OUT-OF-HEAVEN!" SM
2:54. MM 88. (And now we have found HALF-A-DOZEN-
MORE-!!!) But these are the KEY ONES to tell us WHO
gets this "SATANIC POWER!" and "WHEN-!!!" EVERY THING IS IM-
PORTANT! WE DARE NOT LEAVE OUT ANYTHING! "THOSE
WORKS OF APPARENT HEALING will bring "SEVENTH-DAY
ADVENTISTS!" TO-THE-TEST!" SM 2:55. MM 110. TL 302. TM
411. Our only SAFETY to keep from following the "MULTI-
TUDES!" is to have a good UNDERSTANDING of "EVENTS IN-
THEIR-ORDER!" 1884 GC 411-3.

"HIS WARNING TO THE PEOPLE - NOT TO FOLLOW THESE
BLIND LEADERS!" 1884 GC 415. "WHO, O LORD, shall STAND
when THOU APPEAREST-???" T2:459. "THE PEOPLE OF GOD
are SIGHING and CRYING for the "ABOMINATIONS"...The
WICKED MOCK...and SNEER...BUT...GOD'S PEOPLE...are REGAIN-
ING THE STRENGTH AND NOBILITY OF CHARACTER LOST IN
CONSEQUENCE OF SIN. It is because they are DRAWING NEARER TO CHRIST...THEIR CONTRITION AND SELF-ABASEMENT are infinitely MORE ACCEPTABLE in the sight of GOD than is the SELF-SUFFICIENT, HAUGHTY SPIRIT of those who CLAIM PERFECTION while transgressing GOD'S HOLY LAW!...BLESSED are these MOURNERS, for THEY shall be COMFORTED...THEY THEMSELVES KNOW NOT HOW SECURELY THEY ARE SHIELDED!" T5:474-5.

AND THAT SAYS IT ALL—!!! I had to add these few words and that SAME PAGE (T5:475) tells us "THE DESPISED REMNANT!" are "PHILADELPHIANS!" Having the "FATHER'S NAME written in THEIR FOREHEADS...THEY SING THE NEW SONG...144,000... THEM THAT ARE ESCAPED OF ISRAEL!" T5:476. (FROM THE "LIVING!" NOT FROM THE GRAVE!) And is says "EVERYONE... among the LIVING!" OH! YES! We have a lot more STUDYING to do - haven't we - ???

"I SAW THAT GOD HAS "HONEST!" CHILDREN AMONG THE "NOMINAL!" (By "NAME" only - that is ALL that they have left!) "NOMINAL ADVENTISTS!" AND THE FALLEN CHURCHES, and BEFORE the PLAGUES shall be POURED OUT, MINISTERS and PEOPLE will be CALLED "OUT!" from THESE CHURCHES and will GLADLY receive the TRUTH...and ALL who are HONEST will LEAVE THE FALLEN CHURCHES, and take their STAND-WITH-THE-REMNANT!" EW 261. SG 1:171-2,190-2. "SATAN has taken FULL POSSESSION of "THE CHURCHES!" AS A BODY!" EW 273.

X X X X X X

DENY THIS AT YOUR OWN RISK!
"JEZEBEL'S "LOVE-PRIESTS!" OF THE "GROVES!" have their MODERN DAY COUNTERPARTS. "NO LIMIT!" to the "LOVE-OF-GOD!" ELIJAH took off their HEADS for that TEACHING! "LET NOT ONE ESCAPE!" Now the CRAZIES go one better. The "LOVE!" of God is now "UNCONDITIONAL!" "NO CONDITIONS?"

DID YOU KNOW JONES FELL FOR THAT IN SM 1:377 - ??? Is "FAITH!" something apart from "SANITY-????" Is it SANE to look for "FAITH?" without "WORKS?" NO SANE PERSON ever boasted of a "JOB WELL DONE-!!!" who did "NOTHING!" Or who looked for a "REWARD!" (REV. 22.12.) - for doing "NO-THING!"


DO YOU KNOW - WE HAVE BEEN DOCUMENTING THAT FOR OVER 20 YEARS - and we know of NO ONE that will REPEAT IT-!!! (If you know of someone - give us his PHONE NUMBER! We want to PHONE HIM/HER-!!!) PRONTO-!!!

TO US IT IS NO WONDER THAT "FEW!" WILL BE "SAVED!" That want to "GET-BY-!!!" doing as LITTLE as POSSIBLE! Do they really THINK if they POUR THEIR MONEY at the FEET of the "PEACE AND SAFETY!" PROPHETS - they will FORCE GOD to take the SIDE of the THOUGHTLESS "MOB-????" Did you know that Sir White called them -

"THE SENSELESS MOB OF JERUSALEM!"

The ones who followed the "LEADERSHIP-!!!" into the JAWS of DEATH-!!!
ARThUR wHite of the "wHITE eSTATe!" wROte a 130 page book in 1956 — "eLLen G. wHite" — "mESSEnGER TO THE REMNANT!" They sold them BY-THE-THOUSANDS! in the cLEVELAND, OHIO GENERAL CONFERENCE SESSION — 1958 or 1959. Where on pages 65 and 80 they ADMITTED! "CHANGING THE WRITINGS!" — GENERAL CONFERENCE RESOLUTION — R&H Nov. 7, 1883. Appointed a "COMMITTEE OF FIVE" — headed by "URIAH SMITH!" with "wEE wILLIE wHITE!" as his "RIGHT-HAND MAN!"

IN 1883 THE NEW REVISED VERSION OF

"THE GREAT CONTROVERSY" CAME OUT

Which was MUCH OF THE FIGHT of 1888 — the most of which has never been told and the "REASON WHY!" they DESTROYED all EVIDENCE of what actually happened in 1888. Just a plain fact. Believe it or not. We will not lose one minute of sleep over what you BELIEVE or do NOT BELIEVE — we will let "YOU!" worry about that — !!! We have HAD IT with you

"UNBELIEVING ADVENTISTS!"

OST ONLY CONCERN IS TO TELL YOU THE TRUTH—!!! AND THE TRUTH IS THAT THEY REPEATED THAT CONFESSIONAL — (with all kinds of DOUBLE-TALK THROUGH THE YEARS!) BUT THE ADMISSION WAS IN "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY TREASURE CHEST!" "VOICE OF PROPHECY!" P.O. Box 200, GLENDALE 5, CALIFORNIA (1960) on page 62. (192 page book.)


ANOTHER ADMISSION — "SPECTRUM!" (SUMMER 1972) —

RonalD GRAYBiLL p.49 to 53. WELL DOCUMENTED!

ANOTHER ADMISSION — SM 3:96. (1980.)

WHERE WE FIRST FOUND THE NAMES OF WHO WAS ON THAT COMMITTEE —

"w.C.wHite — URIAH SMITH — J.H.WAGGONER — S.N.HASKELL — GEORGE I. BUTLER." If you want to believe their PHILOSOPHYING — WEASELING — DOUBLE-TALK — LYING — FALSIFYING — DECEPTION — GUILE — DISTORTION — PERJURY — FABRICATIONS —

— 27 —
FRAUD - QUACKERY - HUMBUG - CUNNING - to **EXPLAIN-!!!!** it all! You would have to be more WEAK-MINDED than I thought you were-!!! IT IS ENOUGH-!!! THEIR DOCUMENTED ADMISSIONS THAT THEY CHANGED THE BOOKS - !!! HOW - WHY - WHEN - is another matter. We have made it a LIFE'S WORK TO DOCUMENT THE EVIDENCE-!!! Most - do not care! Most - cannot be held long enough to LISTEN-!!!

SOME - WHO ARE OF A SUPERIOR BEND - ARE HORRIFIED TO FIND THE BOOKS HAVE BEEN TAMPERED WITH - SOME WHO THINK THEY KNOW IT ALL BY A BIT OF DABBING - ARE "OVERNIGHT!" WONDERS TO TELL OTHERS WHAT THEY DO NOT KNOW-!!! AND GIVE A BAD NAME TO US ALL - THINKING WE ARE ALL "CRAZY-!!!" BECAUSE OF A FEW "GLORY-SEEKERS!"

THERE IS NO "GLORY!" TO BE SOUGHT TO TELL THE TRUTH - AND THERE NEVER WAS-!!! IF YOU TELL THE TRUTH - YOU MIGHT END UP ON THE "RACK!!" FOR "HERETICS!!"

---

BUT NOW SOMETHING TRULY WONDERFUL HAS HAPPENED-!!! YOU WILL FIND PART OF IT IN "THE SABBATH SENTINEL!" - AUGUST 1993. STARTING WITH THE COVER -

---

"REWITING THE TESTIMONIES!" by "SYDNEY CLEVELAND" p.8 he writes - (TO INFORM US OF "...POSSIBLY TO SIMPLIFY AND/OR ELIMINATE HER EMBARRASSING ERRORS AND CONTRACTIONS!"

---

FIRST: THEY REWRITE THEM IN AND AFTER 1883. SECOND: THEY BLAME HER FOR THEIR BUNGLING INCOMPETENCE-!!! WE PREFER TO BELIEVE -

---

NOT A WORD THEY SAY - !!!

---

AND WE Await WITH HORROR THE "REWITING!!" THEY ARE GOING TO DO - THIS TIME - !!! WE WILL DO - AS SR. WHITE SAID TO DO: "MEET IT!" SM 1:205-6.
THE ADVENTIST (McDONALDS) SANDWICH

You have a table with wings. You make the SANDWICH in the MIDDLE. You can choose for INGREDIENTS from BABYLON (EVANGELICAL) GC 445 or from the THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE. The IDEA is you take slices of BREAD as a COVER - and what you put in between - the people are not too particular. Their main INTEREST - how does it TASTE - ???. They largely go by what is "SPECIAL" for "TODAY!"

FROM THE MASTER CHEF

He kept CHANGING the INGREDIENTS the way DANIElLS told him - keep ADDING a bit of EVANGELICAL (BABYLON) from time to time to see if they will take it. If they will PAY for it. If they will LIKE it. IF NOT SURE - choose a "FALL-GUY!" There's always plenty of them around. GLORY-SEEKERS who will teach ANYTHING if they THINK it will make them POPULAR. So if FROOM wasn't SURE - he would throw out a few HINTS in his "MINISTRY!" MAGAZINE - there it came out about two years before you saw it in the R&H. It had to pass the MINISTRY FIRST! If it PASSED THEM - it was TIME to try it out on the MEMBERSHIP. So you see - what you got - the MINISTRY was to BLAME - if they stood by - NEUTRAL - it soon became "GENERAL CONFERENCE POLICY!" If it ever became THAT - they were not known to EVER CHANGE THAT! NEVER! Tell me of ONE! If they once chose the PAPAL "CHRIST-MASS!" (Or "EASTER!") did they EVER-GO-BACK-???. APOLOGIZE-???

ALWAYS READY TO USE THE WHIP OF "DISFELLOWSHIP!"

USED THIS INTIMIDATION TACTIC more than any other CHURCH in HISTORY. MOST CITIES have more "EX-MEMBERS!" than MEMBERS! (BY THEIR OWN FIGURES!) And then HOLLER after them: "WOLVES IN SHEEP'S CLOTHING!" - "ACCUSERS OF THE BRETHREN!" - NOTHING was more EVIL than the "INDEPEND-ENT!" They made SURE that was PART of most every SERMON - so the REMAINING ONES would be COWED - BAMBOOZLED - treated as DIRT! Did you ever READ or did you ever BELIEVE - that the "GOLD!" left - ???. Or did the TWISTERS get at you, too - ???. To get you to believe it was the "DROSS!" that "LEFT!" and the "GOLD!" remained - !!. Oh! Boy! Where's the SMELLING SALTS-!!! T5:81.

1994 - the YEAR they are going to call them "BACK!" And the
TRICK they use is — they "LEFT!!" on account of "PERSONALITIES!" — "MISUNDERSTANDINGS!!" NEVER — NEVER — NEVER on account of anything LEGITIMATE—!!! No, NEVER — NEVER — NEVER—!!! ALWAYS THE SUPERIOR PEOPLE — ALWAYS THE ONES THAT ARE "GOING THROUGH!!" ALWAYS THE ONES THAT ARE GOING TO GIVE "THE LOUD CRY!!" Ever around the next CORNER — has been for 100 YEARS!! BE SURE AND PUT THAT IN THE SANDWICH — RIGHT ON THE COVER—!!!

EITHER THAT OR "I AM SAVED!!" (REALLY THE SAME THING!!)

They MUST see THAT — FIRST OFF—!!! Then what you STUFF in BETWEEN — won't REALLY MATTER—!!! THEY FOUND A GOOD "STUFFER!!" WAS "LOVE!!" SATAN EMPLOYS "LOVE!!" GC 554, 558. "LOVE AND UNITY—!!!" That is all that matters. (Well, not exactly!!) If you do not go for their 1994 "LOVE!!" "Now the TRUE SPIRIT OF THE PAPACY WAS REVEALED!! Said the ROMISH LEADER: "If you will not receive "BRETHREN!!" who bring you "PEACE!!" — you shall receive "ENEMIES!!" who bring you "WAR!!"...THOSE WERE NO IDLE THREATS—!!!" GC 63 (68).

"As a matter of POLICY (GENERAL CONFERENCE "POLICY!!") the ROMANISTS had decided to win LUTHER by an APPEARANCE of GENTLENESS...GREAT FRIENDSHIP; BUT HE DEMANDED THAT LUTHER SUBMIT IMPLICITLY TO "THE AUTHORITY OF THE CHURCH—!!!" GC 135. 1884 GC 110–1. (THE UNQUESTIONABLE "IN-FALLIBILITY!!" must remain PART!!) "MIND—WEAKENING THOUGH IT IS!! EW 101.) It must remain PART of the SANDWICH!! "THE CHURCH had NEVER ERRED, nor WOULD IT EVER ERR, according to the SCRIPTURES!!" GC 57. (60.) Sure have to have a "WEAK—MIND!!" to fall for "THAT!!" Such DUMMIES cannot give the "THE LAST MESSAGE!!" "GOD WILL NOT ACCEPT THEM!!" EW 101–2. (EW 62–3 tells you WHY!!) (Also EW 123–5.)

You cannot send men off to WAR — TRAIN them to BAYONET another man that did NOTHING to him — TRAIN them not to PLUNGE THE BAYONET WITH A GREAT "THRUST!!" into his body. And perhaps have a hard time to pull it OUT!! NO!! TRAIN them to SHARPEN THE TIP like a RAZOR — use a STONE if you have to while you are WAITING to "GO OVER THE TOP!!" And just with a FLIP of the RAZOR—SHARP POINT — slash his THROAT (JUGULAR VEIN!!) and he is "DEAD!!" You cannot expect to make man a "KILLING MACHINE!!" like that for two or more YEARS!! and then come HOME and be MAMA'S "LITTLE BOY!!" She may WATCH in AMAZEMENT when he goes off "WITH THE BOYS!!" (WINE—WOMEN—and SONG!!) And get in TROUBLE with the "LAW!!"
I EXPECT TO SEE DECENT POLICE OFFICERS PASS THE "JUDGMENTS OF GOD!" because they risked LIFE and LIMB to "ENFORCE THE LAW!" While that "MEALY-MOUTCHED PREACHER!" who learned WELL in the SEMINARIES OF BABYLON to HATE NOTHING like he HATES "LEGALISM!" (LIVING-BY-LAW!) LIKE THE DEVIL IN HEAVEN - inciting to "REBELLION AGAINST LAW!" NO BETTER THAN A KILLING MACHINE IN THE FRONT LINES! "SONS-OF-THE-DEVIL!" Come in to the ASSEMBLY of the SAINTS after FOUR YEARS in "LAWLESS!!" BABYLON SEMI-
NARIES TO GET SOME LOUSY "DEGREE!" And PUSH everyone else "OFF THE PODIUM!" HOW HAPPY! some of us will be - when "GOD REVERSES THE JUDGMENT OF MEN!" TM 300,507.

FROOM-ANDERSON chose BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT from the AD-
VENTIST COLLEGE IN AUSTRALIA as the best "DEBATEERS!" they could find. TRAIN such men to be SHARP and have "THE GIFT
OF THE GAB!" but you cannot then ORDER them to "OBEY!" no more than that TRAINED BUTCHER on the FRONT LINES!

SO THE CONFERENCE PAID UP-AND-COMING "DESMOND FORD!" to sit at the FEET of "F.F.BRUCE!" (Was that "MAN-
CHESTER, ENGLAND??") TO LEARN TO "COUNTERACT!" some of the TEACHINGS of the "BRINSMEAD-HUDSON-BILL PARKS-BOB
WHITE-DR. RUE - hot-off-the-GRIDDLE 1960 TEACHINGS!" BUT AGAIN! YOU CANNOT "LEGISLATE!" OTHER'S MINDS! And
"FORD!" proved to be a "MAVERICK!" that would NOT BE "REGIMENTED!" and came to AMERICA with IDEAS OF HIS OWN!
WILSON WAS SO SURE HE COULD CONTROL HIM - he PAID his way to spend ANOTHER TWO YEARS to prepare that "1000
PAGE BOOK!" in which he got the PULSE of ADVENTISM RIGHT IN WASHINGTON - and he saw HOW MANY were "HOLLOW
PREACHERS!!" but PUBLIC SHAMS -!! FORD, not to be REG-
IMENTED - came to "GLACIER VIEW!" and came RIGHT OUT with what was already SEEPING out of every CRACK and CREEVE of "ADVENTISM!" FORD THOUGHT (RIGHTLY!) the Church was RIPE for what "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" cata-
logued as "THE COUNTERFEIT!" ("MODERN REVIVALS!" CHAP-
TER - 1884 GC 294-306. YOUR GC 461-478.)

---

MOST ADVENTISTS TO THIS DAY do not know THAT
CHAPTER near the END - CATALOGUES THE "COUNTERFEIT!"
WHAT IS IT-?? MOST ADVENTISTS TO THIS DAY AGREE
WITH THE "COUNTERFEIT!" IT IS THE SUPREME "SANDWICH!"
"McDONALDS" in 1994 - are putting out a SUPER-DUPER 4-TIER SANDWICH! The COVERS hardly seem to MATTER - it appears to be all "INGREDIENTS!" MEANT TO SELL-!!!

SO THE ADVENTISTS!

making their 1994 SUPER SANDWICH - FOLKENBERG SAW that FORD in his FIRST SANDWICH - in RAILING AGAINST "THE INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!" decried that this took away (AND HE USED THE VERY WORD!) took away the "ASSURANCE!" of SALVATION-!!! HOW TRULY SAD-!!! "THE INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!" meant the COURT sitting in HEAVEN since 1844 would turn to the CASES OF THE "LIVING!" and we would have to WAIT on their VERDICT! MOST ADVENTISTS ARE TOTALLY UNAWARE that this was the BUG-A-BOO that led JONES AND WAGGONER to DROP the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" which BAL- LINGER put in his "GATHERING CALL!" - the JONES "NO CON- DITIONS!" SM 1:377 is today HIGH-LIGHTED as WILSON'S PET PROJECT in that "27 THING!" as "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!" p.vii,6,25,32,274,305,350,356 as well as "THE ASSURANCE OF OUR SALVATION!" p.14,118,124,275. "CEASELESS LOVE!" p.274. There the DIE was CAST-!!! FOLKENBERG and his "AS- SURANCE OF SALVATION!" is only an Imitation "JOHNIE- COME-LATELY!" CHEAP COUNTERFEIT-!!! They had it all ever since "FORD!" They have made the way clear for "FORD TO RIDE AGAIN!"

FOLKENBERG HAS ONE THING MORE IN SANDWICH!!

IN THE EARLY DAYS OF FROOM - we had SPECIAL TEXTS OF ELLEN WHITE - THAT THE FROOM CULT IN HIS EARLY DAYS - WOULD IGNORE - pretend they did not exist - ignore them COMPLETELY - then we had a SURPRISING TWIST - OLD NICHOLS TRIED A STUNT - no one would have thought it possible-!!!

NICHOLS TOOK OUR STRONGEST TEXTS - did not try to avoid ONE OF THEM-!!! And would SNATCH them RIGHT-OUT-OF-OUR-HAND-!!! LEAVE US GASPING-!!! WHAT A SWITCH-!!! WORKED LIKE A CHARM-!!! Would PSYCHOANALYZE them UNDER-THE-TABLE-!!! Would work on those who had NO CON- VCTIONS! Which is the MAJORITY-!!! FOLKENBERG is TRYING THE SAME! WILL QUOTE THE STRONGEST THING ELLEN WHITE EVER WROTE-!!! "I AM SAVED-!!!"
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OF ALL SINS it is the MOST HOPELESS, the MOST INCURABLE!!! should NEVER be TAUGHT to SAY or to FEEL - that they are "SAVED!" THIS IS MISLEADING! (NOT LEADING! BUT "MISLEADING")...THEY ARE "UNPREPARED-!!!" COL 154-5. Those PROFESSED "BELIEVERS!" who come up to "THE TIME OF TROUBLE!" - "UNPREPARED!" will, in their despair, CONFESS their SINS before ALL in WORDS of BURNING ANGUISH, while the WICKED EXALT over their DISTRESS. THE CASE OF ALL SUCH IS "HOPELESS!!!" SG 3:134. "NEVER DARE TO SAY: "I AM SAVED!" SM 1:314,316,318,320,328. RH 5:414. AA 562. EV. 595. RH 1:65. (WANT 20 MORE-???) THE NERVE OF SOME PEOPLE-!!!

YES - FOLKENBERG will QUOTE THAT - then add a BUNCH of DOUBLE-TALK NONSENSE as a FILLER - then give you BOTH BARRELS: "THE CERTAINTY OF OUR SALVATION-!!!" Not knowing that in the "SPIRITUALISM CHAPTER!" of any VERSION of "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY!" the CONDEMNATION of "ASSURANCE!" is "DEVIL-POSSESSION!" 1884 GC 378-9. GC 560-1. (THREE TIMES!) "ALL WILL BE UNMASKED-!!!...WILL ONLY MADDEN (THEM)" GC 606,607. (THEN THEY GO TO LAW - THE LAST GASP OF A DYING CAUSE! WITH CATHOLIC LAWYERS-!!!) GC 607 (424).

THEY ARE GOING TO BE "RIGHT-!!!" AND REMAIN "RIGHT-!!!!" Come HELL or HIGH WATER - !!! (Until the "SEVEN LAST PLAGUES"!)

"MODERN REVIVALS" - CHAPTER -
WHAT ARE THE "COUNTERFEIT" DOCTRINES-?? ?? (JUST AS I WROTE THIS - THE FIRST "LIGHTNING BOLT!" OF THE SEASON! APRIL 2, 1994.)

III III III III III

"There can be NO SELF-EXALTATION, no BOASTFUL CLAIM to FREEDOM FROM SIN, on the part of those who walk in the shadow of Calvary's Cross...The SANCTIFICATION now gaining PROMINENCE in the RELIGIOUS WORLD, carries with it a spirit of SELF-EXALTATION, and a DISREGARD for the LAW OF GOD, that marks it as FOREIGN to the RELIGION of the BIBLE. Its advocates TEACH that "SANCTIFICATION!" is an "INSTANTANEOUS!" ("I AM SAVED!") WORK, by which, through "FAITH ALONE!" they ATTAIN to PERFECT HOLINESS! "ONLY BELIEVE!" say they, "and the BLESSING is YOURS!" NO FURTHER EF- FOET on the part of the receiver is supposed to be required...
The desire for an EASY religion, that requires NO STRIVING, NO SELF-DENIAL, NO DIVORCE from the FOLLIES of the WORLD, has made the DOCTRINE of "FAITH!" and "FAITH ONLY!" a POPULAR DOCTRINE; but what saith the WORD OF GOD—???..."Wilt thou KNOW, O vain man, that "FAITH WITHOUT WORKS!" is DEAD—???...THE TESTIMONY OF THE WORD OF GOD (JAMES 2:14-24) is AGAINST this ENSNAHING DOCTRINE...IT IS NOT "FAITH!"...it is "PRESUMPTION!!!"...And the CLAIM to be "WITHOUT SIN!" is, in itself, EVIDENCE that he who makes THIS CLAIM is FAR from HOLY...The GREATER the DISTANCE between himself and Christ, and the more INADEQUATE his CONCEPTIONS of the DIVINE CHARACTER and REQUIREMENTS, the more RIGHTEOUS he appears IN-HIS-OWN EYES!" GC 471-3.

THERE IS NOT ONE IN CHURCH OR REFORM that will REPEAT what is here written, yet, like the HELL-PRIESTS - CLAIM they "BELIEVE!" the BIBLE, so these "USURPERS!" - CLAIM they "BELIEVE!" the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" They believe the OUTSIDE of the BOOKS, not the INSIDE—!!!

IF YOU KNOW SOMEONE that has SHOWN UP THE "COUNTERFEIT" (GC 471-3) PROVE it by TAPE-BOOK-VIDEO-PUBLICATION - we will PAY for it and send you a NICE PRESENT BESIDES—!!!

(MY OWN WORDS: "AND BEHOLD! I LOOKED FOR "A MAN!" IN ISRAEL, AND THERE WAS "NOT ONE!") As in OLD JERUSALEM - the "MEN!" had all FLED! EZEKIEL 22:30. JER. 5:1. ECCL. 7: 20,28. ISA. 41:28; 44:11. "For I beheld, and there was "NO MAN!" ("AMONG "THEM!") and there was NO COUNSELOR, that when I ASKED OF THEM, could answer A WORD—!!! Behold, they are ALL VANITY! Their WORKS are NOTHING; their MOLTEN IMAGES are "WIND!" and "CONFUSION!" ISA. 41:28,29. (SEE 24.)

AS A LAST WORD - To make a good "FOUR-TIER SANDWICH!" FOLKENBERG could have JOHNSON standing in the BACKGROUND ready to SPIKE it with FIVE OR SIX TEASPOONS OF SUGAR - he has PLENTY of it left over from the "REVIEW!" - "SUGAR AND SPICE AND EVERYTHING NICE!"
[Notes from August 11, 1971]

THE TRUTH ABOUT WM. MILLER

Adventists today usually associate the Sabbath with the WM. MILLER movement. Why they should do this is indeed a great MYSTERY - for there is not a bit of truth to it. Wm. Miller was a SUNDAY-KEEPER and a HELL-BELIEVER; and Wm. Miller DIED a Sunday-Keeper and a Hell-Believer.

Far from what is know today as the "ADVENT MOVEMENT" - having STARTED in 1844 - the Wm. Miller Movement ground to a HALT in 1844. And became known as 'BABYLON' when they REJECTED the THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE.

The original "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" Book 4 (Now obtainable from HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY) - the original "GREAT CONTROVERSY" - there is a chapter on "WILLIAM MILLER" - he was accepted in Baptist circles, in Lutheran circles, in Sunday-keeping circles - because he never said a word about SUNDAY-KEEPING or HELL-BELIEVING.

The Movement before 1844 - was called "THE ADVENT MOVEMENT!" SOP 4:212. "ADVENTISTS" - "THE ADVENT FAITH!" - SOP 4:213. "THE ADVENT DOCTRINE" - SOP 4:214. "ADVENTISM!" SOP 4:219. It should be very clearly understood that these people were the mixed-up Churches of Babylon. "BABYLON!" keeps "SUNDAY" and believes in "HELL!" - This is the WINE OF BABYLON! SOP 4:233,405.

"THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE" was called "The LIGHT from Heaven." EARLY WRITINGS p.257. Wm. Miller raised his voice AGAINST this "LIGHT!" EW 257-8. When the "SABBATH CONFERENCES" convened in 1847 - there were probably not more than 100 Sabbath-keepers in the whole United States. (See FOREWORD to "A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK.") 50,000 ground to a halt - in 1844. SOP 4:232.

The term "ADVENTISTS" is confined to the 1844 period. Speaking of the "LOUD CRY" of the future - the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" does not ONCE call the Saints who face the "SUNDAY-LAW-TEST" - as being "ADVENTISTS!" NOT ONCE! They are very carefully called "THE FAITHFUL FEW" - "COMMAND-MENT KEEPERS" - "THE PEOPLE OF GOD" - "THE TRUE CHRISTIAN" - "HIS PEOPLE" - "HIS SERVANTS...REFORMERS" - "DEFENDERS OF TRUTH" - "SABBATH-KEEPERS." SOP 4: 408-9,411,420-1,423,425-6.

GOLD - is where you find it. "It is a miserable DELUSION to have (MERELY) a NAME." Series B 7:28-9. R&H Feb. 10, 1891. T1:152,133,287. T5:172,278,579. The true people of God will be called "THE HATED SECT!" GC 635. See SOP 4:45.
FAITH OR WORKS
BOOK after BOOK and ARTICLE after ARTICLE has been written on this subject - and almost ALL such ARTICLES or BOOKS have the question addressed as:

FAITH AND WORKS
Why did we choose to CHANGE that to FAITH OR WORKS-???
We did not change that - we are only highlighting the question as did FROOM in his book - "CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS."

WHY DO YOU SAY
the "FROOM" book - we thought that was an A.G.DANIELLS BOOK? After DANIELLS was DEAD - FROOM the OPPORTUNIST - FROOM the SELF-WORSHIPPER - FROOM the Adventist NEMESIS - OPENLY BOASTED that DANIELLS commissioned HIM to write or "EDIT" that book so DANIELLS could SIGN HIS NAME TO IT.

WHAT ISWrong WITH THAT BOOK?
Did not EVERY MINISTER recommend that book - breathe and LIVE by that BOOK? Are you not biting off more than you can chew if you set yourself AGAINST that book that has swept through the ranks of Adventism "FOR 100 YEARS" and NO ONE has ever CHALLENGED that book? Are you not going to be on the "LOSING TEAM" if you CHALLENGE that book?
NO - I DO NOT THINK SO

If my concern was the concern of OTHERS - if my concern was what OTHERS would THINK - if my concern is ONLY to join the POPULAR TEAM - if my concern was only to be well thought of or well spoken of - I would surely DITCH everything and let FROOM be my guide - my "god" and my "savior."

ARE YOU NOT OPENLY STICKING YOUR NECK OUT -

to have it cut off - as they can easily do - since you OPENLY challenge what is HISTORIC - TRADITIONAL - CONTEMPORARY "ADVENTISM" - and you are CHALLENGING the LOT? You were put OUT of CONFERENCE EMPLOYEE because you challenged 16 Ministers, including the HIGHEST "AUTHORITY" in Canada - both the President of the BRITISH COLUMBIA UNION as well as the President of the CANADIAN UNION of that time - do you not regret your action now? NO, NOT AT ALL! They were the ones that OPENLY CHALLENGED ME on that point. One of them said: "DID YOU READ "CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS" BY DANIELS?" I said, no, I did not. With a snort that Minister asked: "WHY NOT?"

MY REPLY:

Because I go by a RULE OF THUMB - ELLEN WHITE SAID - WHEN the MESSAGE of 1888 is REPEATED - it will again be HATED - SPOKEN AGAINST - DESPISED - by the MAJORITY. Therefore by that RULE OF THUMB - any BOOK - any THESSIS - any MAGAZINE ARTICLE - that is NOT "HATED - SPOKEN AGAINST" and "IGNORED" by the MAJORITY - CANNOT be the RIGHT MESSAGE - I am not ready to walk into that TRAP - I want to see a Message that is HATED by what Sr. White often called THE SENSELESS RABBLE - and what is NOT HATED - or is SO POPULAR that you cannot find ANYONE to HATE IT - there must be SOMETHING WRONG - DEAD WRONG! It CANNOT be the MESSAGE! It FAILS the TEST. Where is the MAJORITY that HATES THAT BOOK? At that time there was NOT ONE around the World - since we have been agitating against FROOM and his WEASELLING - CONNIVING - speaking like an "ANGEL FROM HEAVEN" - words flow like BUTTER out of his MOUTH - but he secretly carries a DAGGER for any one that would DARE to question him - that is why he carried on such an ONSLAUGHT against ANYONE that would DARE to QUESTION - CONDEMN - ACCUSE - CRITICIZE - "HIM" - the MIGHTY FROOM - "Professor Emeritus of Prophetic Understanding for
ANDREWS SEMINARY" - we now see the RESULTS of "40 YEARS OF FROOM" - 1933 to 1973 - as he was found LYING in the WRECK of his "LOUD CRY" - the most ridiculous SHAMEFUL EPISODE in all Adventist history - trying to give the "LOUD CRY" - calling on the "SPIRIT" and "POWER" of God on a MIXED-UP CONGLOMERATE of A-B-C. {A} ADVENTIST HEAD and not the TAIL who fired the STARTING GUN for the Greatest Show on Earth - the BIG BARNUM SPECIAL - the CIRCUS ACT of "MISSION-KEY '73." {B} THE BILLY GRAHAM HORDES that came in the LENTEN - EASTER SEASON in the SPRING of '73. {C} THE CATHOLICS came in the Fall together with PENTE-COSTALS - JESUS FREAKS - UNWASHABLES - ALL converged TOGETHER - and that was ADVENTISM'S IDEA of the "LOUD CRY" or "LATTER RAIN" - and praying for God's blessing on this CONFUSED RABBLE of HELL-BELIEVERS - BEER DRINKERS - PORK EATERS - coming like Old Balaam with the HORON-ITES - JEBUSITES - MOABITES - coming under the "FLOCKS and HERDS" gathered by BILLY GRAHAM and SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS - the NATURAL result of WIELAND and SHORT WELCHING in 1950 - now BILLY GRAHAM became the CHAMPION of ADVENTISM! This MIXED-UP CONGLOMERATE of every HUE and COLOR - would under the GUIDANCE of this BALAAM go into the "PROMISED LAND" with the BLESSING of God? No wonder he had to put on such a CAMPAIGN of "DO NOT FIND FAULT!" "SR. WHITE SAID SO!" I THINK SR. WHITE and the TRUTH were BURIED - SIX LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA by this time. THIS - as so many things FROOM TAUGHT - was the OPPOSITE of the TRUTH. It was the OPPOSITE of "COME OUT OF HER, MY PEOPLE! Lest ye receive of THEIR SINS and PAR-TAKE of THEIR PLAGUES!" As the saying goes - give them enough ROPE and they will HANG THEMSELVES! Now I want to ask ANY ADVENTIST MINISTER who TOOK PART in that "KEY '73" FIasco - looking BACK on it NOW - what do you think GOD or the ANGELS must have thought - as they WATCHED that SCENE and saw that President of the Conference for that period (PIERSON) after the LIGHTNING BOLT hit him in the WISCONSIN CAMP MEETING - R&H - 1973 ...SQUAKING for over a year after - "What went WRONG, BRETHREN - what went WRONG?"

I HAD THIS PUT ON HIS DESK:

"THOU HAST A WHORE'S FOREHEAD - thou REFUSEDST to be ASHAMED - THEREFORE there hath been NO LATTER RAIN!" (See JER. 3:3.)
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HIS REPLY
in the pages of the R&H and ECHOED by AL FRIEND - "WHY DO NOT THE SDA MINISTERS give the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" to the CHURCH? Because if it came from OUTSIDE - it would come "WITH A HAIL OF INVENTIVES!" STILL DEAD WRONG! Still as STUBBORN as the DEVIL! And ECHOED by the RON SPEAR - STANDISH CONFEDERACY - AN ALLEGED "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" FROM not "TO" the Laodiceans. Must have everything BACKWARDS! And if they do manage to give the "LOUD CRY" as they CLAIM is their DESTINY - would that not be a "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY FROM THE LAODICEANS? Or is the LAST MESSAGE a STRAIGHT TESTIMONY "TO" (and not "FROM") "TO" the LAODICEANS! Let's get SOME THINGS "STRAIGHT!

SO LET'S COME BACK TO "FAITH" OR "WORKS"
A DUMB TITLE? Yes! Really DUMB - almost as DUMB as the ones that RALLY AROUND IT - to stay in THAT CHURCH - they have to be "OFFSHOOTS" from the TRUTH!

HOW SO - ???
SO DEATH on "FAITH ALONE!" that FROOM put in that COR book of his - "How can such be done by FAITH - INSTEAD OF by WORKS?" Sounds like he wants to go "LOWER" than BABYLON! CERTAINLY "BABYLON" could go NO LOWER!

THE SAME AS BRINSMEAD
We knew, at the very time when ACCOLADES were heaped on ACCOLADES - entire Adventist Churches were studying the BRINSMEAD "ETERNAL PURPOSE" book in 1960 and HUDSON CHALLENGED ANYONE - ANYWHERE - NOBODY but NOBODY has found ANYTHING WRONG with the BRINSMEAD DOCTRINE - we had a hard time finding ANYTHING RIGHT with the BRINSMEAD DOCTRINE.

WHAT WAS THE BRINSMEAD DOCTRINE - ???
LISTEN TO HIM! "FAITH and WORKS" are two oars - this is how "FAITH" is STILL being PASSED OFF by those who are perfectly satisfied that they know - but it is ALL a HOAX and a DECEPTION - what does God require of us but to "CEASE from our own WORKS!" and REST IN...
SO THERE THE DIE WAS CAST

for the so-called "AWAKENING" and the "NEW THEOLOGY." Which is as OLD as the DEVIL HIMSELF! It started in Heaven - the LAW cannot be kept - NO USE TRYING! So they came jangling away about "NO EFFORT!" "THE CURSE OF WORKS!"

NO ONE HAS EVER KEPT THE LAW! All anyone has to do who wants that MIND-SET is to go to the DIVINES of BABYLON who have been SINGING THAT SONG for 1,000 YEARS! BILLIONS of MINDS - including the DEVIL - have been EXERCISED to "PROVE" that point by every conceivable argument POSSIBLE...

the main one being CANRIGHT when WALTER MARTIN scoured the World for the BEST ARGUMENTS - he ended up with CANRIGHT - AND THAT BOOK of MARTIN'S - carrying the ARGUMENTS of CANRIGHT - went through the ranks of Adventists - was SOLD in their bookstores - was SOLD by SACRAMENTO "REFORM" - one Preacher after the other said what a great "BLESSING" he received from READING IT! Of course it only COLLABORATED what they had ALREADY picked up from FROOM who spent a LIFETIME turning this people over to BAAL and BABYLON - "BY FAITH ALONE!" 24 SERMONS in a ROW down LLU way by FROOM-ANDERSON-PEASE (now VENDEN) - (Let's give the DEVIL his DUE!) NO EFFORT - NO LAW - THE LAW is in HEAVEN - CHRIST can KEEP-IT-THERE-!!! or we might be in DANGER of what the BABYLONIANS called "LEGALISM!" and of course - we would not want to be GUILTY of THAT - would we? We could not stand FACING these BAAL-PRIESTS and HORONITES and ADMIT before God and man - that we are NOT Ashamed to be "LEGALISTS!" (WEBSTER: one who believes in living BY LAW!) CERTAINLY we would NOT line up with the LAWLESS CULT of the BARNHOUSE-MARTIN STRIPE! Nor let them tell us what is a CULT and what is NOT! We are the real CULT-BUSTERS! The CULT that brings us "DOCTRINES OF DEVILS!" from ADVENTIST (FROOM-ANDER-SON) PULPITS! TM 409.

FAITH OR WORKS - ???

This SONG and DANCE picked up such momentum that FROOM-WILSON in their JOINT BOOK - "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY!" - "FAITH ONLY, plus NOTHING and MINUS NOTHING!"..."THE DIFFERENCE, of course, between "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH!" and "JUSTIFICATION BY WORKS!" is so great that the ESTABLISHMENT of the ONE means the OVERTHROW of the OTHER! WE-CANNOT-HAVE-BOTH! It is NOT by our WORKS - our DOINGS
in any way, or by the LEAST ACT of our own - that we are
"SAVED!" (READ IT FOR YOURSELF! LEF-MD p.619.) (1971.)
(VOP - RICHARDS!)

YOU PLACED YOUR SOUL IN THE HANDS OF THESE MEN - ???

THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY:
"Ye see then how by "WORKS!" a man is "JUSTIFIED!" and NOT
by "FAITH ONLY!"...For as the BODY without the SPIRIT is
"DEAD!" so "FAITH WITHOUT WORKS!" is "DEAD!" also.
(JAMES 4:24-26)...(A GREAT TRUTH!)...APART FROM CHRIST
NO-ONE-CAN-D-DO-GOOD-WORKS... Many at the present day
say: "BELIEVE, ONLY BELIEVE!" and LIVE! "FAITH!" and
"WORKS!" go TOGETHER, BELIEVING and DOING are BLENDED!"
SM 1:373. (1892.)

"FAITH must UNITE with their WORKS...those who CLAIM that
their "FAITH ALONE!" will SAVE THEM, are TRUSTING to a
ROPE-OF-SAND!" for "FAITH!" is STRENGTHENED and made
PERFECT by "WORKS!" ONLY!" ORIGINAL "SPIRIT OF PRO-
PHECY" BOOK 3:331.

"While they TALK of their "LOVE!" of JESUS, their "LOVE!" is
not DEEP ENOUGH to lead to "OBEYENCE!"...It PROVES that
their "FAITH!" is not GENUINE! Yet THIS CLASS though EN-
TITLED to "NOTHING!" they claim "EVERYTHING!"...To them a
HAPPY EMOTION is "GODLINESS!"...With the "FATHER OF LIES!"
they will receive the "REWARD OF DISOBEDIENCE!" R&H June
26, 1900. EV. 597. RH 4:193. 1893 GW 228. (And 100 more!)

IT IS NOT A MATTER OF EVIDENCE -
IT IS A MATTER OF "BELIEVING THE EVIDENCE!"
AFTER WE FIND IT...SELAH.
BEWARE OF THE BEAST - OF THE OFFICE OR THE CLOTH-!!!
"ANOTHER LITTLE HORN!"

August 17, 1994

The CHURCH and the WORLD ADMIT they are STYMIED when it comes to some things in DANIEL. I PICKED IT UP OVER 50 YEARS AGO. PARTLY the "LITTLE HORN." And "ANOTHER LITTLE HORN!" There are many "HORNS" in the Book of DANIEL. It is easy to get CONFUSED. I never DREAMT that I would ever UNDERSTAND DANIEL until one day I read about "...A STONE was CUT OUT WITHOUT HANDS, which SMOTE THE "IMAGE!" upon his FEET that were of IRON and CLAY, and brake them to PIECES!" DANIEL 2:34.

THE STONE CUT OUT WITHOUT HANDS!

THE ADVENTISTS 50–60 YEARS AGO - made MANY "CHARTS!" to help them in their TEACHING of "DANIEL and the REVELATIONS." ONE CHART they PRINTED by the many THOUSANDS - showed a STONE flying through the air and hitting a couple of FEET - standing ALONE!

I looked at that and read DANIEL 2 and not just verse 34. And I said to myself: "HEY! THIS IS CRAZY!" THE FEET DO NOT STAND ALONE! THE NEXT VERSE (35) says the STONE that hit the FEET (34) brought down the WHOLE "IMAGE!" that was STANDING!!! And if there are any DOUBTS about it - it is REPEATED in verse (45) that not only FEET (34) were involved but the WHOLE "IMAGE!" (35) - (45) came down "TOGETHER!" DOUBLY SURE!!! How could they miss THAT!!!

I never made anything of it - neither did I FORGET IT!!! I slowly began putting two and two TOGETHER! THAT SR. WHITE WROTE ON THIS - but she did not FLATTER "ADVENTISM!" so they chose "URIAH SMITH!" HE FLATTERED THEM - PROVED that "SPEWN OUT!" meant "GOING THROUGH!" 144,000 - all 12 TRIBES ROLLED INTO ONE TRIBE OF "JUDAH!" They were ALL and they were EVERYTHING! He took what ELLEN WHITE DID WRITE - and cut it all up to fit his FABRICATIONS!!! And the ADVENTIST PEOPLE LOVED IT!!! INCLUDING JAMES AND WEE WILLIE FOR A TIME! SR. WHITE STOOD ALONE!!! URIAH SMITH revelled with GLEE - he had her on the RUN! He came near BURYING her as he buried "BRO. BELL!" Him and his (URIAH SMITH'S) WIFE AND RABBLE ROUSING BRATS!!! THE ONLY THING THAT SAVED ELLEN WHITE'S LIFE AND SANITY - was DIRECT VISIONS from the Lord! ONE SUCH WAS IN R&H BOOK 4:151–2. Feb. 6, 1900.
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WE DO NOT INTEND TO TAKE THIS UP IN DEPTH -
as we believe it would just ADD to the CONFUSION. It will be
good enough to SKIM-THE-SURFACE and hit the "HIGHLIGHTS."
And one of the FIRST THINGS WE SAW 50 YEARS AGO - the
FEET that UPHOLD the IMAGE are PARTLY "IRON!" and PARTLY
"CLAY!" Now there's NO DIFFICULTY in UNDERSTANDING that
the "IRON!" is the "4th KINGDOM!" (ROME!) DANIEL 2:40. But
there would be a GREAT DEAL MORE DIFFICULTY UNDER-
STANDING what is "CLAY!" HEAVENS FORBID-!!! ARE WE "THE
CLAY!" - ???


"The MINGLING of CHURCHCRAFT and STATECRAFT is repre-
sented by the "IRON!" and the "CLAY!"...This investing "THE
CHURCH!" with the POWER of "THE STATE!" will bring EVIL RE-
SULTS. Men have almost passed the POINT of GOD'S FOR-
BEARANCE. They have invested their STRENGTH in POLITICS,
and have UNITED with the PAPACY! But the TIME will come
when GOD will PUNISH those who have made VOID-HIS-LAW!
and their EVIL WORK will RECOIL upon THEMSELVES!" (MS 63,
438. FEB. 9, 1897. "THE CHURCH HAS JOINED HANDS WITH
THE WORLD!" RH 4:152. FEB. 6, 1900.

IF WE SAW THAT - AND BELIEVED THAT - 50 YEARS AGO-!!!

Do we have any good reason NOT to believe it NOW-!!!

Or do we have reason to "BELIEVE-IT-DOUBLE!" Now that they
have given "CATHOLIC SOLICITORS" a RETAINING FEE of
around 1 MILLION $'s to do the DIRTY WORK for them that
"PROTESTANTS" WOULD NOT DO-!!! (Or to fulfill "PROPHECY"
that this is WHAT THEY WILL DO - 1884 GC 425.) And the
NEXT PAGE PREDICTS this will lead to them keeping "SUN-
DAY!!" as their PROBATION will be OVER and the HOLY SPIRIT
(CONSCIENCE) GONE-!!! "...the RESTRAINING SPIRIT OF GOD
SHALL BE WITHDRAWN...and they shall be UNDER THE CON-
TROL OF SATAN... (TIME?) AS-THE-STROM-APPROACHES...
They "UNITE! with the WORLD!) See all this in 1884 GC 425-6.
GC 607-8.

ONLY THE BLINDEST OF THE BLIND FAIL TO SEE IT NOW!

DO YOU KNOW WHAT-??? THOUSANDS of ADVENTISTS will
not even know what we are TALKING ABOUT!
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AND YOU KNOW WHAT ELSE-??? They will NOT-WANT-TO-KNOW but will be satisfied to LISTEN to the "PLEASING FABLES!" of the PROFESSIONAL "MYTH-MAKERS!" In the olden days called "COURT-FOOLS!" Some one rebuked me lately for calling them "THEOLOGICAL CLOWNS!" LIFE is but a an ENIG-MA until the "SEVEN LAST PLAGUES!" Will they wake up before? Never-!!! FORGET IT-!!! SO FEW - not worth mention-ing. GOD DOES NOT WANT YOU TO COME OUT OF FEAR - but out of PRINCIPLE. If you had PRINCIPLE - you would have been "OUT!" LONG AGO! YOU READ 1884 GC 426. GC 608.

NOW READ THE NEXT PAGE-!!!
AND GO TO THE END OF THAT CHAPTER AND FIND-??? Not some WONDERFUL "RADIO!" by a "FEW VOICES!" WHO CONTRADICT EACH OTHER! AND GIVE "HISTORIC (URIAH SMITH) ADVENTISM!" FLATTERY! FLATTERY! FLATTERY! HOW WON-DERFUL YOU PEOPLE ARE! BUT 1884 GC 430 - GC 612 - "BY THOUSANDS OF VOICES!" (PUBLICATIONS WENT BEFORE!) TO SEAL 144,000.

THE 4 th KINGDOM - IRON - WE HAVE NO TROUBLE BELIEVING THIS IS "ROME!"
AND AS WE SAW - ADVENTIST/CATHOLIC AXIS - A JUNTO-CABALA - UNITED IN CLOSE DESIGN TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE "MANY!" ADVENTISTS and CATHOLICS in ANY WAR-!!! ON-BOTH-SIDES-!!! BACTERIAL WARFARE (CULTURING BLACK DEATH DISEASE GERMS - this is a Work for the "CHURCH?" MEN DEVOID OF CONSCIENCE!)

NOW MIXING ROMISH "IRON!" WITH ADVENTIST "CLAY!"

"THE LITTLE HORN!" and ANOTHER "LITTLE HORN!"
BIBLE EXPOSITORS freely ADMIT after classifying ONE "LITTLE HORN" AS THE "PAPACY!" do not know WHO the other "LITTLE HORN" is. So they end up saying it is the "PAPACY" also. But if we put all the PREDICTIONS of the SOP TOGETHER it is as plain as the nose on your face. ONE IS THE "BEAST!" - the other is "THE IMAGE OF THE BEAST!" GOD'S PEOPLE WILL HAVE A FIGHT WITH BOTH OF THEM!

AS LONG AS "URIAH SMITH" FLATTERS THEM

WITH THE HOAX THAT "THEY!" ARE THE "LAST" CHURCH - THERE IS NO OTHER-!!! OR AS "GERMAN REFORM" puts it - there is "NO 8th CHURCH!" CERTAINLY NOT-!!! WHO WOULD WANT TO BE THE "LAST" CHURCH which is the "FOOLISH VIRGIN" CHURCH!!


THE END OF BRINSMEAD:

"...if he gives evidence that the Heavenly Reward is of more value to him than his worldly possessions, we may know that beams of light from Christ are shining upon his soul." RH 2:119. March 15, 1887.

"When the wicked dead are raised from the grave, they come up with the tastes, habits, and characters that they formed in the time of probation. A sinner is not raised a saint, neither is a saint raised a sinner!" RH 2:466. Feb. 17, 1891.

The 100 Years ISA. 65:20 will prove that the "investigative judgment!" made no mistake the class he was put in!!! They had his character figured 100% — !!!

100 years to prepare for war —!!! 1884 GC 476 to 492. GC 662 to 678.

If the first "little horn" is "Romanism!"

How can another "little horn" also be "Romanism—??!" These people make me sick—!!! Now that we have the opinion of "the spirit of prophecy!" regarding the "clay!" and not the opinion of "Historic (Uriah Smith - German Reform) Adventism!" - and we see the blend of "iron!" (Romanism!) with "clay!" (Adventism!) both going to law and war (politics!) together - "...mingling with the contending elements of these last days, as the circumcised who mingle with the uncircumcised, and He declares that He will "destroy!" both parties together without distinction!" (You made none - why should He — ??! Did He not tell you to come apart and be ye "separate!" from both the "Church!" and the "World!" FCE 482. T1:283. T2:595. TM 275. T5:103. "Satan has taken full possession of the churches - as a body!" EW 273. "I saw that God had honest children among the nominal (by "name!" only!) "adventists!"..."
and the FALLEN CHURCHES, and BEFORE the PLAGUES shall be poured out, MINISTERS and PEOPLE will be CALLED "OUT!" from THESE CHURCHES and will GLADLY receive the TRUTH. SATAN KNOWS THIS, and BEFORE the "LOUD CRY!" (GC 464 (296) of the THIRD ANGEL is given, he raises an EXCITEMENT in these RELIGIOUS BODIES, that those who have REJECTED THE TRUTH may THINK that God is with THEM. He hopes to deceive the HONEST and lead THEM to THINK that GOD is STILL working for THE CHURCHES. But the LIGHT will SHINE, and ALL who are HONEST will LEAVE the FALLEN CHURCHES, and take their stand with the REMNANT!" EW 261. SG 1:171-2, 190-1.

WHAT COULD BE PLAINER THAN THAT - ??? WHAT-WHEN-WHY-???

That is why SATAN got A.T.JONES in APRIL 8, 1893 "...WORKS AMOUNTED TO "NOTHING!" THAT THERE WERE "NO CONDITIONS!" SM 1:377. BC 7:972. ST 2:481. WHAT A MESS - !!!!

CONDITIONS - !!!!


NO CONDITIONS - !!!

BABYLON – ROMANISM – APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM - (and other RELIGIONS) would just LIKE to be "JUSTIFIED!" with "NO CONDITIONS!" "JUSTIFIED!" BY THE GOD OF HEAVEN - while they hold "EVERLASTING TORMENT!" in their DEMENTED BRAIN! It would HAVE to be a "DEMENTED BRAIN!" that would hold such "BLASPHEMY!" AGAINST GOD-!!! IN THAT STATE HE WILL "JUSTIFY!" THEM-??? Only a FUGITIVE from the PAPER DOLLY WARD would THINK So-!!! Or pay the WAGES of such a SCOUNDREL-!!! Or even go to LISTEN to him! WHAT "ASSURANCE!" do you have that your BRAIN will not become as ADDLED AS HIS-??? "LIKE ATTRAITS LIKE – LIKE APPRECIATES LIKE – AND LIKE BECOMES like LIKE!" (A COMPOSITE OF PP 176. MB 25, 81. SG 2:201. T1:100. T5:136,463,696,705. DA 405,635.) "BIRDS OF A FEATHER!"

NOW BEFORE YOU GO OFF – SCREAMING INTO THE NIGHT –

LET'S CONSIDER A FEW THINGS – "WHAT SHALL BEFALL (NOT ROME! BUT) "THY PEOPLE IN THE LATTER DAYS!" NOT 1844 – NOT 1883, but "IN THE LATTER DAYS!" DANIEL 10:14. And there he had the SAME SORT OF VISIONS AS EGW – "NO BREATH! NO STRENGTH! THEN SUPER STRENGTH!" DANIEL 10:15 to 19. 
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Now we come to DANIEL 11:14. Who are "THE ROBBERS OF THY PEOPLE?" CATHOLICS? Don't be SILLY! It is those who USURP "GOD'S TITHE!" and teach "BABYLON!" And they are also a "BLOODY CITY!" ABORTION (BABY KILLING!) MORE IN ONE YEAR THAN WAS KILLED IN BOTH WARS PUT TOGETHER!

I AM NOT STOPPING TO PROVE EVERYTHING - OR I WOULD NEVER GET DONE. This is from MEMORY from VANCE FERRELL and WHOEVER COMPILED that for VANCE. He has lately been ADMITTING he was "GIVEN" this INFORMATION and like BRINSMED he RE-WRITES this in his own NAME and WHY they are so COCK-EYED DIFFERENT. Not having TIME to run everything down - ANYWAY it is NOT only the CATHOLICS that are a "BLOODY CITY!" HOW MANY does the CATHOLIC/ADVENTIST AXIS KILL in WAR - REVOLUTIONS - with their DRUGS - with AIDS and FALSE LYING DOCTRINE-!!! "MURDER INCORPORATED!" NOT ONE THING ALONE-!!! WHO DOES "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" SAY ARE OUR "GREATEST ENemies!" "OUR FORMER BRETHREN!" SOME "BRETHREN!" GC 608 (426). They would sooner mix with HELL-PRIESTS than with THOSE WHO HAVE THEIR NUMBER. They ASSASSINATE THEIR "CHARACTER!" EW 69 (BOTTOM).

DAN. 9:16. DANIEL knows "THY HOLY CITY!" is due to get it because of their SINS.

DAN. 9:17. "THY SANCTUARY!" that is "DESOLATE!" ("ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION!")

DAN. 9:18. CONTINUING THEME. Not such a hot place. (19) "THY PEOPLE!" (20) "THY HOLY MOUNTAIN!"

DAN. 9:26. CONTINUING CRY OF "OUR DESOLATIONS!" (That is NOT "ROME!" NOT THE OTHER CHURCHES!)

DAN. 9:27. "IT IS COURT WEEK WITH US!" (LEFT OUT OF GC 489-491. JUST A DUMB JUMBLE. YET SOME POINTS WE CAN USE.) ORIGINAL 1884 GC 315. CLEARLY THE "SEALING TIME!" That is why the DEVIL through FORD is DOING ALL HE CAN TO FINISH OFF "THE INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!" ("ONE WEEK!") 7 YEARS. 3½ FOR ADVENTISTS or PEOPLE OF GOD - CHURCH AND REFORM - 3½ YEARS FOR "THE LOUD CRY!" "IT IS COURT WEEK WITH US!" (HERE IT IS! 1884 GC 315. HOW WILL THOSE MAKE OUT WHO DO NOT CONSIDER THIS-??? DO NOT CARE IF THE BOOKS WERE CHANGED - MASSACRED-!!!)
IF THEY WAIT FOR THE "SUNDAY LAW!" THEY WILL WAIT - TOO LATE!!! ADVENTIST PROBATION CLOSES BEFORE THE "SUNDAY LAW!"

ANN'S NOTES:
CERTAINLY if we go by the ORIGINAL "BOOK 4" 1884 GC 315 - "IT IS COURT WEEK WITH US!" And if "THAT!" is NOT TAUGHT by the PSEUDONYM (FICTITIOUS) "HISTORIC ADVENTISM!" And they choose the GUIDANCE of MEN as shown in RH Book 5:341-2. July 18, 1907. We will be left HIGH and DRY as this WEST COAST IS RIGHT NOW - WORST FOREST FIRES IN 100 YEARS!

MY NOTES:
THE FIRE WAS COMING DOWN ON ANN'S PLACE - very near the BUILDINGS when a GROUP OF SISTERS in FAR EASTERN CANADA - led by SR. EDITH CRISSINGER (ONTARIO, CANADA) to PRAY for the PROTECTION of the BUILDINGS - THAT DAY THE FIRE TURNED SOUTH (not verified yet). BURNED SEVERAL HOUSES AND NOW has turned BACK TO THE EAST and (last reports) is going up the MOUNTAIN (to the EAST).

THAT IS WHY SR. ANN IN HER NOTES (RH BOOK 5:341-2) AND THERE BY NOTES TAKE US TO p.263. We are MOMENTARILY FACING A WORLD ON FIRE - $$$! DOES "URIAH SMITH MYTHS-!!!!" OFFER A VERY GOOD "FIRE ESCAPE - ??" WILL "HISTORIC!" or "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM!" SAVE US? WE DO NOT THINK SO - NO MORE THAN THE "SHOOT-OUT!" AND "BURN-OUT!" OF "DAVID KORESH!" "MY SOLDIERS DO NOT FIGHT!"

RH 5:341-2. JULY 18, 1907.

THE MOST DEVASTATING LIST YOU EVER SAW -
OF WARNING OF FOLLOWING "MEN!" "ASSOCIATE YOURSELVES, O YE PEOPLE (EVANGELISM SELF-POWER) and ye shall be BROKEN-IN-PIECES!" (DO WE SEE IT-???)..."IN THESE LAST DAYS, there are arising STRANGE FALLACIES, and MAN-MADE THEORIES which God declares shall be BROKEN-IN-PIECES...MEN OCCUPYING HIGH POSITIONS OF TRUST have revealed their UNLAWFUL DESIRE FOR GAIN; they have practiced EXTORTION and ROBBERY...(SHOULD WE JOIN THEM?)
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"SAY YE NOT, "A CONFEDERACY--!!" to all them to whom THIS
PEOPLE shall say, "A CONFEDERACY--!!" neither FEAR ye their
FEAR, nor be AFRAID--!!"..."In this representation of the PRO-
PHET we see that SATAN--IS--AT--WORK not only with WORLD-
LINGS (AS URIAH SMITH ADVENTISM AND GERMAN REFORM
WAS CONSTANTLY - CONSTANTLY - CONSTANTLY AGITATING:
"THE WORLD! THE WORLD! THE WORLD! NOW IT IS: "RO-
MANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!")

"...who do not have the FEAR and LOVE of God before THEM--!!
BUT ALSO with those who "PROFESS!" FAITH in Christ. Here
are plainly represented TWO DISTINCT PARTIES, formed from a
COMPANY that were ONCE UNITED!...THE RUIN OF THIS (ONE)
CLASS IS CERTAIN--!!!(WHICH CLASS--???) "And when THEY
shall say unto you (THIS IS RIGHT AT THE DOOR!) "SEEK unto
THEM that have FAMILIAR SPIRITS (the kind that TALK-TO-
YOU!) and unto WIZARDS that PEEP and that MUTTER: shall not
a people SEEK unto their GOD--!! (NOT YAHWEH!) GOD! Not
some PRIEST that speaks in a DEAD LANGUAGE (LATIN!) or
MUMBLES a "NAME!" that the JEWS THEMSELVES say is a
"MORTAL SIN TO UTTER THE NAME!" (SEE "TETRAGAMMAT-
ON!" IN YOUR LIBRARY!) (SEE YOUR OWN REFERENCES IN
"JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIAS!" AND GET YOUR EYES OPEN!)
(THERE'S NO SUCH THING AS UNITY AMONG JEWS AS TO THE
"SACRED NAME!" NEW YORK JEWS DO NOT AGREE WITH TEL
AVIV JEWS--!! THEY ARE THE REAL 100% "ANTI-CHRIST!"
ARE-THEY--NOT--???. YOU WANT TO BE AN "ANTI-CHRIST?
MUTTERING IN AN "UNKNOWN TONGUE--!!") WHAT A SHAME!
GROW UP!

HOEHN--!! YOU DON'T WANT "YAHVISTS!" ON THE LIST--??

NO! WE DON'T - !!

NOR DO WE WANT CERTAIN FAMILY MEMBERS AND "HISTORIC
ADVENTISTS" MEMBERS TO BE ON ANYTHING BUT A "THREE-
TIME LIST!" except some to know what we are saying as a
"WITNESS!" heaping "COALS OF FIRE!" on their head! SEND
US YOUR PUBLICATIONS - WE WILL SEND YOU OURS. (NOT
YAHVISTS!) (NOT TO LAW-MONGERS!) (NOT TO MONEY-
GRUBBERS!) (GIMMIE! GIMMIE! GIMMIE!)
GIMME THE TRUTH! AND THE TRUTH IS:

"To the LAW and to the TESTIMONY: if they speak NOT according to this WORD, it is BECAUSE there is NO-LIGHT-IN-THEM!" THIS WARNING is given for the DAYS in which we are NOW LIVING..."MANY!"...who have "DEPARTED-FROM-THE-FAITH!" "EVIL MEN and SEDUCERS (EVIL WOMEN) shall wax WORSE and WORSE!"..."DECEIVING and BEING DECEIVED!" (By "DIALOGUING!" as "THE GANG OF 40!" is calling for!) (NO! We do not have to "DEBATE!" - See "DEBATE!" IN INDEX - NOW CALLED "DIALOGUING!") WE DO NOT "DEBATE!" - "DIALOGE!" WITH "FALSE PROPHETS!" WE CAN TELL BY WHAT THEY WRITE - WHAT'S WRONG WITH THEM-!!! WE NEED NOT SUBJECT OURSELVES TO "MESMERISM-HYPNOTISM!" AT WHICH "NEW-AGERS!" AND "LORI!" ARE EXPERTS!" EW 37, 123-5,240-250,272. (And 20 MORE!) "FOR THE TIME WILL COME WHEN "THEY!" WILL NOT ENDURE "SOUND DOCTRINE!" but after their own LUSTS shall they HEAP (They come by "HEAPS!" NOW!) HEAP to themselves TEACHERS, having ITCHING EARS: and "THEY!" shall TURN AWAY their EARS from the TRUTH, and shall be TURNED-UNTO-FABLES!" RH 2:341.

WHAT KIND OF FABLES - ???


IN PUTTING THIS TOGETHER -

When we see "COMMANDMENTS OF MEN!" we are reminded of "THE CONTEST IS BETWEEN THE "COMMANDMENTS OF GOD!" and the "COMMANDMENTS OF MEN!" T5:81. (READ THAT IN ITS SETTING AND SEE "TIME!" - "PLACE!" - "CIRCUMSTANCES!") When "MULTITUDES OF FALSE BRETHREN!" are "CUT DOWN!" When the "GOLD!" leaves the "DROSS!" "IN THE LAST SOLEMN WORK!" "FEW GREAT MEN!" T5:80. You might have USE for these "SCIENTIFIC SCHEMERS!" "ANTICHRIST!" but "HE-CANNOT-USE-THEM!" T5:80. When the "SHAKING TIME!" is also the "TESTING (SEALING) TIME!" T5:80-1.

AND IN THIS TIME - TITUS SAID:

"MANY (REMEMBER THAT WORD!) MANY UNRULY and VAIN
TALKERS and DECEIVERS...WHOSE MOUTHS MUST BE STOPPED! WHO SUBVERT WHOLE HOUSES, teaching things which they OUGHT NOT, for filthy LUCRE'S SAKE...are always LIARS, EVIL BEASTS, SLOW BELLIES...WHEREFORE (DEBATE-DIALOGUE-REASON WITH THEM? FIND GROUNDS FOR UNITY?) WHEREFORE REBUKE THEM SHARPLY-!!! THAT THEY MAY BE SOUND IN THE FAITH; NOT GIVING HEED TO JEWISH FABLES, and "COMMANDMENTS OF MEN, that turn FROM-THE-TRUTH...THEY "PROFESS!" (FAITH ALONE!) PROFESS THAT THEY "KNOW GOD!" but in WORKS they DENY HIM! being ABOMINABLE, and DISOBEDED, and unto every GOOD WORK - "REPROBATE!" TITUS 1:10-16.

"FOR THE TIME WILL COME WHEN THEY WILL NOT ENDURE "SOUND DOCTRINE!" BUT AFTER THEIR OWN LUSTS shall they HEAP to themselves TEACHERS, HAVING ITCHING EARS!" 2 TIM. 4:3. (DO YOU EVER GET AHEAD OF YOUR MINISTER-??!! HOW-??!! GO TO THE FRONT OF THE INDEX - look up the TESTIMONY REFERENCE for those BIBLE REFERENCES-!!! MANY TIMES YOU WILL BE ASTOUNDED! ESPECIALLY IN THIS AREA!)

"HAVING A FORM OF GODLINESS, but DENYING the POWER THEREOF (Denying that the LORD will give you the POWER-TO-OBEY! and thus PLEASE THE ITCHING EARS that WORKS are not needed!) FROM-SUCH—TURN-AWAY-!!! WHY-??!! FOR OF THIS SORT are they which CREEP-INTO-HOUSES, and lead captive SILLY WOMEN laden with SINS, led away with divers LUSTS. (And as a consequence-???) EVER LEARNING, and NEVER ABLE to come to a KNOWLEDGE of the TRUTH!" 2 TIM. 3:5-7. COL 411.

AND THEN THIS BLOCK-BUSTER THAT SAYS IT ALL - !!
"MANY (ALTOGETHER TOO MANY!) MANY WILL STAND IN ("OFF-SHOOT PULPITS-??!!") STAND IN "OUR!" PULPITS with the TORCH of FALSE PROPHECY in their hands, kindled from the HELLISH TORCH of SATANI...SOUND AN ALARM-!!!!" TM 409, 410.

NOW PERHAPS WE CAN GO BACK TO SR. ANN'S REFERENCE: RH 5:341-2. JULY, 18, 1907.

AFTER A ROUND CONDEMNATION OF ADVENTIST LEADERS:
"And when "THEY!" shall say unto you: "SEEK!" unto them that have FAMILIAR SPIRITS, and unto WIZARDS that PEEP and that MUTTER...TO THE LAW AND TO THE TESTIMONY: if they speak NOT according to THIS WORD, it is because there is NO-LIGHT-IN-THEM!" THIS WARNING is given for the DAYS-IN-WHICH-WE-ARE-NOW-LIVING...EVIL MEN AND SEDUCERS SHALL WAX WORSE AND WORSE!" RH 5:341. July, 18, 1907.

NOW PUT THIS ALL TOGETHER:

MIRACLES COMING TO DECEIVE THE WORLD. IT SEEMED "THE WHOLE WORLD!" WAS ON BOARD THE DEVIL'S "TRAIN!" of EW 88,263. (REMEMBER? "BUD SHUSTER" DREW A TRAIN WITH THE WHOLE WORLD ON BOARD—??? "THERE COULD NOT BE ONE LEFT!" EW 88. SG 1:174.)

![Image of a train with text: "A TRAIN - going with lightning speed to Perdition." EW 263.]

THE TRAIN:

POWERED BY "MIRACLES!" "MESMERISM!" "SPIRITS OF DEVILS!" EW 87. "FIRE FROM GOD OUT OF HEAVEN!" IN THE SEALING TIME. FROM THOSE WHO HAVE "DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH!!!" SM 2:54. (Is that BILLY (BABYLON) GRAHAM? IS THAT THE POPE? WHAT "FAITH!" DID THEY DEPART FROM?)
LOOK FOR THE WORD "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" SM 2:53. MM 88,96,101-2,116. "ANTICHRIST!" 1884 GC 411. T1:77. TM 62. AA 554. SERIES A:318. We will have to contend with it "FACE TO FACE!" EW 262. Only a "LITTLE COMPANY!" will be FREE of it. EW 263. THESE WARNINGS "SWELL TO A LOUD CRY!" 1884 GC 422.

THESE WARNINGS:

ABOVE ALL - warn us that SATAN'S AGENTS use "FLATTERY!" URIAH SMITH and LEADERS AFTER THAT - to be "MEN- PLEASERS!" To PLEASE their "ITCHING EARS!" WE DO NOT KNOW WHAT WOULD BE MORE "PLEASING!" than to POUR INTO THE TROUGH - FOLKENBERG'S "ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" JOHNSSON'S "I AM SAVED!" FRED ALABACH'S "WE ARE GODS!" THUS THE FORD CULT - can do away with any "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!" NONE OF THEM NEED "BUILD A CHARACTER - THE "WORK!" OF A "LIFETIME!" THEY NEED NO "WORK!" - THEY NEED NO "LIFETIME!" ARE THEY NOT "SAVED!" "COMPLETE!" (COMPLETELY CRAZY!) NO! THAT IS NOT "ASSASSINATING ANY "CHARACTER!" THEY ASSASSINATED IT LONG BEFORE! THEY ALSO "ASSASSINATED!" THE "BIBLE!" AND THE "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" AND ANY WHO BELIEVE THE "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" TO BUILD UP THEIR OWN EGO AND SELF-IMPORTANCE.

LIKE THE PHARISEES AND KORAH, DATHAN, AND ABIRAM WHO GOT "KILLING MAD!" if Christ and His Apostles DID NOT give them DUE HONOR but rather said: "WOE UNTO YOU - WHITED SEPULCHRES! FULL OF DEAD MEN'S BONES!" OH! MY! HE DID NOT GIVE THEM "THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" HOW SAD-!!!

AT THIS POINT WE WERE GOING TO "PROVE!"

THAT ADVENTIST PROBATION CLOSED - BEFORE THE "SUNDAY LAW!" When we decided this is so IMPORTANT that we should put in an "INSERT!" But that has to be put in the MIDDLE. (Which we hope to have in this PUBLICATION.) So for the rest of the space - we will start by XEROXING 4 pages MISSING from your 1911 GC. How do all the WRITERS of the present DAY - FAIL to tell you of these FOUR MISSING PAGES - ??? "NOT NEEDED - ???

☆ ☆ ☆
CHAPTER XXVII.

THE SNARES OF SATAN.

As the people of God approach the perils of the last days, Satan holds earnest consultation with his angels as to the most successful plan of overthrowing their faith. He sees that the popular churches are already lulled to sleep by his deceptive power. By pleasing sophistry and lying wonders he can continue to hold them under his control. Therefore he directs his angels to lay their snares especially for those who are looking for the second advent of Christ, and endeavoring to keep all the commandments of God.

Says the great deceiver: "We must watch those who are calling the attention of the people to the Sabbath of Jehovah; they will lead many to see the claims of the law of God; and the same light which reveals the true Sabbath, reveals also the ministration of Christ in the heavenly sanctuary, and shows that the last work for man's salvation is now going forward. Hold the minds of the people in darkness till that work is ended, and we shall secure the world and the church also.

"The Sabbath is the great question which is to decide the destiny of souls. We must exalt the Sabbath of our creating. We have caused it to be accepted by both worldlings and church-members; now the church must be led to unite with the world..."
in its support. We must work by signs and wonders to blind their eyes to the truth, and lead them to lay aside reason and the fear of God, and follow custom and tradition.

"I will influence popular ministers to turn the attention of their hearers from the commandments of God. That which the Scriptures declare to be a perfect law of liberty shall be represented as a yoke of bondage. The people accept their ministers' explanations of Scripture, and do not investigate for themselves. Therefore by working through the ministers, I can control the people according to my will.

"But our principal concern is to silence this sect of Sabbath-keepers. We must excite popular indignation against them. We will enlist great men and worldly-wise men upon our side, and induce those in authority to carry out our purposes. Then the Sabbath which I have set up shall be enforced by laws the most severe and exacting. Those who disregard them shall be driven out from the cities and villages, and made to suffer hunger and privation. When once we have the power, we will show what we can do with those who will not swerve from their allegiance to God. We led the Romish Church to inflict imprisonment, torture, and death upon those who refused to yield to her decrees, and now that we are bringing the Protestant churches and the world into harmony with this right arm of our strength, we will finally have a law to exterminate all who will not submit to our authority. When death shall be made the penalty of violating our Sabbath, then many who are now ranked with commandment-keepers will come over to our side."
"But before proceeding to these extreme measures, we must exert all our wisdom and subtlety to deceive and ensnare those who honor the true Sabbath. We can separate many from Christ by worldliness, lust, and pride. They may think themselves safe because they believe the truth, but indulgence of appetite or the lower passions, which will confuse judgment and destroy discrimination, will cause their fall.

"Go, make the possessors of lands and money drunk with the cares of this life. Present the world before them in its most attractive light, that they may lay up their treasure here, and fix their affections upon earthly things. We must do our utmost to prevent those who labor in God's cause from obtaining means to use against us. Keep the money in our own ranks. The more means they obtain, the more they will injure our kingdom by taking from us our subjects. Make them care more for money than for the upbuilding of Christ's kingdom and the spread of the truths we hate, and we need not fear their influence for we know that every selfish, covetous person will fall under our power, and will finally be separated from God's people.

"Through those that have a form of godliness but know not the power, we can gain many who would otherwise do us great harm. Lovers of pleasure more than lovers of God will be our most effective helpers. Those of this class who are apt and intelligent will serve as decoys to draw others into our snares. Many will not fear their influence because they profess the same faith. We will thus lead them to conclude that the requirements of Christ are less strict than they once believed, and that by conform-
ity to the world they would exert a greater influence with worldlings. Thus they will separate from Christ; then they will have no strength to resist our power, and ere long they will be ready to ridicule their former zeal and devotion.

"Until the great decisive blow shall be struck, our efforts against commandment-keepers must be untiring. We must be present at all their gatherings. In their large meetings especially our cause will suffer much, and we must exercise great vigilance, and employ all our seductive arts to prevent souls from hearing the truth and becoming impressed by it.

"I will have upon the ground, as my agents, men holding false doctrines mingled with just enough truth to deceive souls. I will also have unbelieving ones present, who will express doubts in regard to the Lord’s messages of warning to his church. Should the people read and believe these admonitions, we could have little hope of overcoming them. But if we can divert their attention from these warnings they will remain ignorant of our power and cunning, and we shall secure them in our ranks at last. God will not permit his words to be slighted with impunity. If we can keep souls deceived for a time, God’s mercy will be withdrawn, and he will give them up to our full control.

"We must cause distraction and division. We must destroy their anxiety for their own souls, and lead them to criticize, to judge, and to accuse and condemn one another, and to cherish selfishness and enmity. For these sins, God banished us from his presence, and all who follow our example will meet a similar fate."
"THE SNARES OF SATAN!"

FOUR MISSING PAGES - !!!

DOES YOUR 1911 GC start off where the FOUR PAGES STOP? THEY-DO-NOT-!!! WERE THESE FOUR PAGES ADDRESSED TO "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS-???" THEY-WERE-NOT-!!! THEY WERE ADDRESSED TO:

"THE PEOPLE OF GOD - !!!"

They are also the ones who are "ENDEAVORING-TO-KEEP ALL-THE-COMMANDMENTS-OF-GOD!" 1884 GC 337. By no stretch of no IMAGINATION is that a people who TELL-THE-LORD-TO-HIS-FACE that they have NO INTENTION to keep HIS OLD LAW! CHRIST IS IN HEAVEN - THE LAW IS IN HEAVEN - HE CAN KEEP IT THERE - !!!

THAT BOOK THAT NO ONE HAS EVER WRITTEN ANYTHING AGAINST EVEN THOUGH WE EXPOSED THIS FOR OVER 30 YEARS-!!!

"CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS!"

THAT BOOK SAYS IT IS BY "A.G.DANIELLS." COPYRIGHT 1941 by "R&H." PRINTED BY "SDA MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION." We take it that this is as "OFFICIAL!" as anything CAN BE - !!!

ON p.116 I DREW A SNAKE! WHY DID I DRAW A SNAKE-???

BECAUSE THEY WROTE:

"THE LAW DEMANDS RIGHTEOUSNESS, and this the SINNER owes to the LAW; But he is INCAPABLE-OF-RENDERING-IT!"
R&H. Nov. 4, 1890.

THEY HANG THE NAME OF "ELLEN G. WHITE" ON THAT REFERENCE. SHE MADE IT. THAT IS THE SAME AS THE DEVIL SAID IN HEAVEN - SO SAID EGW ON EARTH!

Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ

Now you can WEASEL - you can EXPLAIN - you can EXPOUND - you can HERMENEUT - you can EXEGETE - you can STAND - 59 -
ON YOUR HEAD — you can do THREE SUMMER-SAULTS IN THE AIR —!!! It would be ALL-FOR-NOTHING! IT IS STILL A FACT THAT THEY DID NOT OBJECT — DID NOT TRY TO STRAIGHTEN EGW OR A.G.DANIELLS OUT —!!! THIS IS OFFICIAL!

"THE LAW CANNOT BE KEPT!"

You can say "READ THE REST OF THE SENTENCE! ("OR PARAGRAPH") "READ THE CONTEXT!" YOU CAN'T READ IT! AT LEAST YOU COULD NOT — NOT IN 1941 —!!! YOU COULD NOT UNTIL THE VAULTS WERE OPENED AND WE HAD THE RH ARTICLES — 1962. (Or you can get SUPER-TECHNICAL and point to SM 1:367. 1958. 17 YEARS TOO LATE or 21 YEARS TOO LATE!) In the MEANTIME it became TRADITION-!!! 20,000 ADVENTIST WRITERS — "THE LAW CANNOT BE KEPT-!!!" TO THIS DAY!

IT IS "BY FAITH ALONE!" — "ONLY BELIEVE!" NOT ONE OF THE SCALAWAGS WILL QUOTE GC 471-3. THEY LIKE IT THE WAY THE DEVIL LIKES IT —!!! THEY LIKE IT THE WAY THE CHURCH LIKES IT —!!! THEY ARE NOT "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" THEY HAVE "NO RIGHT!" TO THE "NAME!" THEY ARE A "COUNTERFEIT!" GC 464. (296.) THEY SHOULD BE "IMPEACHED!" Driven OUT-!!! DISFELLOWSHIPPED —!!!

NOW TO CONTINUE SHOWING HOW THEY MASSACRED HER BOOK IN THE AREA OF "THE SNARES OF SATAN!" AFTER CUTTING OUT FOUR FULL PAGES AND SENDING THEM TO THE DUMP — the "REASON!" they give the MINISTERS in the "SEMINARY COURSE" — I HAVE TWO OF THEM — one is "PROPHETIC GUIDANCE" — S-270. (1959.) The other is T-570. (1963.)

You can obtain these from "ELLEN G. WHITE ESTATE!" — you can also obtain a PORTION such as "THE 1911 EDITION OF "GREAT CONTROVERSY." By W. C. WHITE. (WRITE TO "WHITE ESTATE"). You can also obtain material from the various SDA "LIBRARIES" for so much a PAGE. DO NOT WRITE TO ME. I AM NOT UP ON THAT. WRITE TO THEM...PERIOD.

IF AND WHEN you obtain some of this material LOOK WITH WONDER how they can PSYCHOANALYZE their way OUT of

- 60 -
ANY PROBLEM - no matter WHAT - WHEN - WHY - !!! They ALWAYS come out on TOP - they are NEVER WRONG - the "INDIVIDUAL!" and the "OFFSHOOT!" is ALWAYS A "DIRTY DEVIL!" Only with MEAN INTENTIONS - NEVER A REASON for his STEPPING OUT OF THE "SLAVE CAMP!" NEVER any LEGITIMATE REASON for coming to any other conclusion than THEIRS-!!! NEVER-!!!

IF YOU DO NOT KNOW THAT - YOU HAVE TO BE DUMPER

THAT I THOUGHT ANYONE COULD BE AND STILL LIVE - !!!
WE HAVE HAD IT WITH YOU PEOPLE AND IT IS TOO LATE IN THE DAY TO MOLLY-CODDLE YOU - if you are still in that APOSTATE "SPAWN OUT!" CHURCH IN THE "OMEGA!" OF THEIR APOSTASY.

YOU HAVE SOMETHING TO DEFEND - ???

"For the LEADERS of this people CAUSE them to ERR; and THEY that are led of THEM - ARE DESTROYED!!!" ISA. 9:16; 3:12. 
"...in a MORNING shall the KING OF ISRAEL UTTERLY BE CUT OFF!" HOSEA 10:15. PK 280. "THE END is come upon MY PEOPLE OF ISRAEL; I will not again PASS by them any more. And the SONGS of the TEMPLE shall be HOWLINGS in that DAY, saith the LORD GOD: there shall be MANY DEAD BODIES in every place; (THEY GIVE "THE LOUD CRY") they shall cast them forth with SILENCE-!!!" AMOS 8:2,3.

(AND THEN THESE HORRIBLE WORDS: THEY CAST OUT THE "NO GOOD!" OFFSHOOTS! AND THE LORD GOES RIGHT THERE AND:)

"GATHERETH THE OUTCASTS OF ISRAEL..." (BECAUSE:)

"His WATCHMEN (of the NIGHT!) ARE BLIND: - they are all IGNORANT, (if they were not - they would be "OUT!" by this time!) they are all DUMB DOGS (T5:211) they CANNOT BARK; SLEEPING, LYING DOWN, loving to SLUMBER..." ISA. 56:8-11. RH. 5:51, 53, 221-3, 245.

AND IN THAT STATE:

A MYSTERIOUS, UNHEARD OF - "PROCESSION!!" bursts on the SCENE as "A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!!" GC 464 (296). FOUND IN COL 406 as TWO "MOVEMENTS!!" EYE EACH OTHER!

- 61 -
We were NOT going to be IMPULSIVE like the "SHEPHERD'S RODS!" so it took 10 YEARS BEFORE WE FOUND COL 399 - the "11th HOUR!" PHILADELPHIAN "OUTCASTS!" GET THERE "ONE HOUR!" BEFORE MIDNIGHT! SM 2:16.

WE DO NOT SEE HOW "THE BIBLE ONLY!"

WILL HELP YOU - EVERY BIT OF THIS IS "THE BIBLE ONLY!"

ANN'S NOTES FOR MANY YEARS HAD "THREE CALLS!" WE KNEW THE TWO CALLS - "MIDNIGHT CRY!" AND "LOUD CRY!" - but for 10 YEARS we did not know the THIRD CALL! ONE HOUR BEFORE MIDNIGHT! 11th HOUR! MARK YOUR BIBLE and put everything in its place. MATT. 8:11-2; 21:43. 22:1-12. LUKE 14:16-24. (T2:711.)

CALL (2): SG 3&4 (2) 37.


X X X X X

NOW WE CAN GET BACK TO "THE SNARES OF SATAN!" PAYING LITTLE OR NO ATTENTION TO WHETHER THEY PUT IT IN YOUR 1911 GC OR NOT!-!!! THIS SHOULD NOT BE LEFT OUT: THE LAST THING p.4 (1884 GC 340) TOLD US: SATAN WOULD LEAD "ADVENTISTS!" (OR RATHER) "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" TO "CRITICIZE - JUDGE - ACCUSE - CONDEMN" "ONE ANOTHER!"
1884 GC 341 we are bidden to "BREAK THE SPELL OF INDIFFERENCE, CARELESSNESS, and INDOLENCE." (IF NOT - WHAT WILL HAPPEN-??? T1:180-1.)
1884 GC 342. SATAN BRINGS IN AGENTS OF THE DEVIL-!!! FALSE TEACHERS!
1884 GC 343. ELIJAH, JEREMIAH, PAUL OPPOSED THEM-!!!
1884 GC 344. EVERY HONEST PERSON WILL DO THE SAME-!!!
1884 GC 345-7. "POLICY!!" is from the DEVIL!!
1884 GC 349. HOW TO BECOME "INFIDELS!!"
1884 GC 350. They should be MET and OPPOSED!!! (END OF
THIS CHAPTER.)

"GATHER!!"

Since it shall be seen the LORD will take CHARGE of the work
"HIMSELF!!" because He has "NO USE!!" for the LEADERSHIP in
the "SHAKING!!" (SEALING!!) "TESTING TIME!!" T5:80. TM 300.

"THE LEADERSHIP!!" HAVE "NO USE!!" FOR THE LORD!!! WHILE
"THE LORD!!! GATHERS THE "OUTCASTS!!" "THE LEADERSHIP!!"
DO THEIR OWN "GATHERING!!" THEY ARE IN NO WAY GOING
TO AGREE WITH THE LORD'S "GATHERING!!" of the ones they
"OUTCAST!! NO MORE THAN "THE PHARISEES!!" AGREED WITH
CHRIST GATHERING "FISHERMEN!!" "WHAT-!!!" TO BECOME
HIS NEW "CHURCH-!!!" THERE THE "BATTLE-IN-THE-DAY-OF-
THE-LORD!!" IS JOINED!! "IN THE GATHERING TIME!!" EW 69.
THE LEADERSHIP WILL BE SO MAD - THEY COULD "EAT NAILS!!"
As they were in 1888. TM 70. SO THEY WILL BE AGAIN!! GC
607. (424.)

REPEAT!

So they do their own "GATHERING!!" WOULD YOU BELIEVE?
HUDSON TOOK THAT TEXT - FOOTNOTES TO T1:180. And
TWISTED THAT RIGHT AROUND IN DR. RUE'S "LAYWORKER!!"
COULD YOU DO THE LIKES OF THAT-??? COULD YOU TWIST
THIS AROUND:

"GATHER YOURSELVES TOGETHER (YOURSELVES!! EVANGEL-
ISM SELF-POWER!!) "YEA, GATHER TOGETHER (A DOUBLE
DARE!!) "YEA, GATHER TOGETHER, O (denomi-!!)NATION-NOT-
DESIRED!! BEFORE THE DECREE bring forth, BEFORE the DAY
pass as the CHAFF, BEFORE the FIERCE ANGER of the LORD
come upon YOU!! BEFORE the DAY of the LORD'S ANGER
come upon YOU!! (REPEATED DOUBLE!!) SEEK YE THE LORD,
all ye MEEK of the Earth, which have wrought HIS JUDGMENT;
seek RIGHTEOUSNESS, seek MEEKNESS: it may be YE shall be
HID in the DAY of the LORD'S ANGER!!" ZEPHANIAH 2:1-3.
(QUOTED IN FOOTNOTES: T1:180.) (See ZEPHANIAH 3:8. JER.
7:28. SG 3:151. TM 64. GC 452. T3:270-2. B7:8. SERIES 2:

SM 2:128.


"ANTICHRIST!" AA 554, 562.

(AND 20 MORE – !!!)

HOW GLAD WE ARE THAT WE HAVE "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!"

"ALL ACCOUNTABLE BEINGS CAN UNDERSTAND it if they WILL! IDIOTS will not be RESPONSIBLE!" MM 289.

THE LEADERSHIP WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE. TM 300, 507. They will not KNOW what it's all about – !!! The "SENSELESS RABBLE!" OF "JERUSALEM–!!!"

This is a "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" production.
THE COUNTERFEIT:

(T) "The PROTESTANTS of the UNITED STATES will be FOREMOST!" GC 588. (405-7.)

(U) Then what is all the HOLLERING at "ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!" - ???

(V) AND NOW WHAT-??? EXACTLY AS EW 69 PUTS IT - A BREAK-UP IN THE RANKS OF "ADVENTISM!"

(W) ALMOST DAILY - we receive EVIDENCE of the "BREAK-UP!" And the "FALSE DOCTRINE!"

(X) Are- we WEEPING over it as others are-??? NO - WHY

(Y) WE ARE TOO BUSY REJOICING THAT WE WERE RIGHT-!!!

THOSE WHO ARE WRONG - HAVE THEY ANY HOPE - ???

MEN OF GOD always called for "REPENT!" and be "CONVERTED!" YOUR PRESIDENT of YOUR CONFERENCE - (FOLKENBERG;) "The ASSURANCE of SALVATION!" (JOHNSON:) "I AM SAVED!"

IS THAT A SIN-???

"There is NOTHING so OFFENSIVE to God...as PRIDE and SELF-SUFFICIENCY. Of all "SINS!" it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE...should NEVER be taught to "SAY!" or to "FEEL!" that they are "SAVED!" This is MISLEADING...THEY-ARE-UNPREPARED...OUR ONLY SAFETY is in CONSTANT DIS-TRUST OF SELF...FEAR AND TREMBLING LEST HIS FEET SHOULD STUMBLE!" COL 154-5.

IS THAT THE "ANTICHIST-???" "...CLAIMING that they were living WITHOUT SIN...This is a DEceiver and an "ANTICHIST!" AA 554. "And the CLAIM to be WITHOUT SIN is, in itself, EVIDENCE that he who makes THIS CLAIM is FAR from HOLY...THE GREATER THE DISTANCE between himself and CHRIST...the more RIGHTEOUS he appears IN-HIS-OWN-EYES!" GC 473. "THE HOLY SPIRIT could not work with him. His SOUL was ENCASED in a SELF-RIGHTEOUS ARMOR which the ARROWS OF GOD, BARBED and TRUE-AIMED by ANGEL HANDS, FAILED to PENETRATE. It is ONLY he who KNOWS himself to be a SINNER that CHRIST CAN "SAVE!" COL 158.

WHY THE leadership DID NOT WANT TO SELL "CHRIST'S OBJECT LESSONS!"

"It angered them also that those who showed only "CON-TEMPT!" for the "RABBIS!" and who were NEVER seen in the SYNAGOGUES, should FLOCK about JESUS, and LISTEN with RAPT ATTENTION to HIS WORDS. The SCRIBES and PHARI-
SEES...had only SCORN and CONDEMNATION for them; but CHRIST greeted them as "CHILDREN OF GOD!" COL 186.

AS HISTORY IS REPEATED:
From every corner of "ADVENTISM!" - "GORDON NIETZ" - President of GEORGIA-CUMBERLAND CONFERENCE in the "ADVENTIST REVIEW" - AUGUST 18, 1994 p.9 (857) calls on "ADVENTISTS" to "GET A VISION!" of how to turn the World - "UPSIDE DOWN!" Finish the "WORK!" and "GO HOME!"

IT SEEMS ALMOST 100% OF ADVENTISM WORLDWIDE -
Have that DREAM-!!! Where are those who have "ONLY CONTEMPT FOR THE RABBIS!" and know that "THEY!" are "HAS-BEEN COUNTERFEITS!" and are not going ANYWHERE-!!! ANOTHER "MOVEMENT!" is to "COME!" And take their CROWN!
T1:441.

THE STANDISH CONSORTIUM:

MYSTERIOUS "PROCESSION!" - "THRONG!" - "COMPANY!" COL 406.
THE CHURCH PHILADELPHIA - TRIUMPHANT - 144,000. (200 REFERENCES! You need only ONE - GC 430.) DID YOU EVER TABULATE THE "LAODICEAN ABOMINATIONS!" CITED BY THE "GANG OF 40-??" And then END UP - they are "GOING THRU?" ANYWAY-?? SOME STUFF WOULD MAKE A HORSE VOMIT-!!! LIKE "MISERY!" MAGAZINE - APRIL 1994. 100% "BABYLON!" p.4,5,8. And the LATEST by "JOHN OSBORNE!" HE IS THE "ELIJAH!" HE IS EVERYTHING-!!! AND WHERE WILL "ADVENTISM!" END WITH THEIR INSANITY?

"UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!"
DID YOU KNOW THEY HAD THAT IN SM 1:377-??! !!!
AS FAR BACK AS 1893!

"OBEEDIENCE IS THE CONDITION OF ACQUIRING ETERNAL LIFE!"
BC 7:972. (1900.) ST 2:481. (1892.) SM 2:212; 1:381. (1892.)

TWO NEW BOOKS:
"CHRISTIAN EXPERIENCE AND TEACHINGS OF ELLEN G. WHITE" ($6.95 U.S. plus postage.) ("LEAVES.") "LIFE INCIDENTS" by JAMES WHITE. (Sorry - No Details.) (1868 - 373 pages.)
This is a MUST! WHO STARTED 1844 - ??? WM. MILLER or JAMES WHITE - ?? MORE LATER.

(WE ARE PREPARING CANCER INFORMATION.)

This is a "Go ye OUT to meet him!" production.